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The basis of today’s security systems is the trust and confidence that the system 

will behave as expected and are in a known good trusted state. The trust is built from 

hardware and software elements that generates a chain of trust that originates from a 

trusted known entity. Leveraging hardware, software and a mandatory access control 

policy technology is needed to create a trusted measurement environment. Employing a 

control layer (hypervisor or microkernel) with the ability to enforce a fine grained access 

control policy  with hyper call granularity across multiple guest virtual domains can 

ensure that any malicious environment to be contained.  

In my research, I propose the use of radium's Asynchronous Root of Trust 

Measurement (ARTM) capability incorporated with a secure mandatory access control 

policy engine that would mitigate the limitations of the current hardware TPM 

solutions. By employing ARTM we can leverage asynchronous use of boot, launch, and 

use with the hypervisor proving its state and the integrity of the secure policy. My 

solution is using Radium (Race free on demand integrity architecture) architecture that 

will allow a more detailed measurement of applications at run time with greater 

semantic knowledge of the measured environments.  

Radium incorporation of a secure access control policy engine will give it the 

ability to limit or empower a virtual domain system. It can also enable the creation of a 

service oriented model of guest virtual domains that have the ability to perform certain 

operations such as introspecting other virtual domain systems to determine the integrity 

or system state and report it to a remote entity. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Computers have always remained a mystery to the general non-computing public.

Even, the security aspect of the trustworthiness of a system has remained unclear to all.

Computer systems, however complex, have been widely adopted for their high computation

ability and reliance. Personal users and enterprises both entrust more and more sensitive

information to computing platforms. These computing platforms stretch from handheld

devices to large data center servers. They contain and give full trust with vast amounts of

data making the trustworthiness of the systems an imperative problem. This creates the

need to know a system status at any specified moment in time.

Suppose you are presented with two identical computing devices but one contains

certificates and has undergone formal proving of the trustworthiness of its software stack,

while the other system is infested with sophisticated malware. How can one have the ability

to differentiate which computing device is infected? How can one decide which computer

device they should use to check email, update or check their bank details, or view medical

records? How can a remote entity be trusted to establish a connection or remotely access its

resources or vice versa? And what would one use to relate this security trust assessment?

As of today, there is no main stream solution that has been adopted with the ability to

clearly show the general public or enterprise companies a way to differentiate a computing

system state. Users assume with the technologies in place, such as anti-virus or enterprise

cloud-like systems, that the data or secure applications will be protected with highly trained

administrators. Due to this assumption the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), a consortium

of computing companies and many other university researchers, has tried to come up with

solutions that will possibly mitigate the security concerns of computing system users.

The trust or confidence that a system or application will behave as expected needs

a foundation or an element that creates a root of trust. As of the current commercial

technology, there is no wide implementation that provides root of trust and an access control
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system that relies on the discretionary access control (DAC) model of root/administrator

as being the most important system user. There are known malware that have the ability

to exploit the DAC model by using a setUID permission attribute. This renders the DAC

permission bits of read, write, and execute as insufficient to deal will access control. DAC is

currently the built-in operating system access control mechanism.

Modern Linux kernels (Linux versions 2.6 and above) are equipped with a Mandatory

Access Control (MAC) capability1. This is a great addition in comparison with the DAC

model, but unfortunately it is in the sole control of the Operating System (OS). The OS

runs millions of lines of code, giving it a large Trusted Computing Base (TCB) that cannot

be verified making it almost impossible to use formal language to validate that it is not

susceptible to a possible subversion. Therefore, you cannot guarantee the integrity of the

components under the control of the OS. Since the operating system may have known or

unknown (zero-day-exploit) vulnerabilities, this makes the results extracted from the software

solutions not trustworthy.

Sophisticated malwares have the ability to create back doors to enable a remote entity

to gain access. Most sophisticated malware runs undetected while unknowing users lose or

have important information accessed by unauthorized individuals. Also, there is always a

possibility of sabotage that might go undetected and assumed to be a malfunction. A classic

example is the Stuxnet malware [20] that infected and crippled the Iranian nuclear facilities

in 2010.

The general public and enterprises have become reliant on software solutions such

as intrusion detection systems (IDS) but most of them have vulnerabilities that are known

or unknown that could be exploited. All of the software security solutions rely on the

trustworthiness of the operating system and its built in defenses to insure the integrity of

itself and of the software security solutions.

Another solution being considered is hardware security extensions. There have been

several great academic research implementations such as [47, 25, 42] that have outlined the

1SELinux is the MAC policy used in main stream Linux kernels
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benefits of hardware security over software solutions. The drawbacks are the difficulty to test,

expensive to implement, adoption has a long turn around, and hardware security solutions

are inflexible especially in relation to updates, bugs, and possible software compatibility

issues. Thus, most computing companies are reluctant to implement.

In truth, it is impossible to guarantee a 100 percent impregnable system but the

fact that a system can be compromised and can go undetected is undoubtedly an important

issue. If systems are compromised and this cannot be contained then determining the current

state of the platform trustworthiness is imperative. In the event a computing system is

compromised one should have the ability to identify and limit an assailant has breached the

system and possibly have a mechanism to recover from the breach.

Due to the various limitations of current technology and the high use of personal

cloud storage and enterprise reliance on cloud computing based infrastructure is on the rise

due to its scalability. However, in order to trust entity X with security sensitive data or

security computation tasks one must believe that at no point in the future they will fall

victim to an attacker.

This has motivated the TCG to come up with a solution that is a system state based

[3, 35, 13]. The idea is that if you know an element state you can decide to trust them or not.

There are situations, for instance, in a corporate environment where authorized known em-

ployees can connect to the companys intranet network. You can trust that the user identity

is known but can you trust their computing device that’s connecting to the network? Can

the user assure there is no exploitable or malware applications running in their computing

device that could infect other systems connected to the intranet? Thus, a complete compre-

hensive system environment knowledge of the computing state is needed in order to have an

extrapolation of its future behavior. The state will be a function of different configurations

of platform environment elements. To address the need for a comprehensive system state

knowledge the TCG initiated a project to create a secure hardware cryptoprocessor chip

called Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [35, 13] to enable computing devices to contain a

tamper-free measurement repository. This would create a chain of trust right from system
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boot layer to application layer. The device is fixed physically into the motherboard and is

protected from software based attacks and physical tampering. Since the TPM project kick

started, many of the newer computing devices are equipped with the device.

The key requirement of TPM is that there should be a root of trust that is immutable

and should be implicitly trusted. The hardware element TPM provides the root of trust

as software methods cannot be trusted to guarantee integrity. A chain of trust is then

established by a complete comprehensive validation of measurement of each component from

the boot to the application layer. Each layer is guaranteed by the previously measured

element that is traced back to the root of trust. The root of trust chain is anchored in

the central processing unit (CPU) embedded with the hard coded Core Root of Trust for

Measurement (CRTM) [35, 13]. The CRTM is an immutable function code that is also

implicitly trusted and is guaranteed by the manufacture. Thus, rendering it as the first

element in the chain of trust.

This results in the computing device booting into a trusted known state system

where the environment is trusted and the secure data or task can be executed in complete

integrity and confidence of its confidentiality. Several academic studies [23, 12, 26, 25, 31, 22]

have described different implementations of how trusted execution environments could be

created and used. In fact, implementing the chain of trust is very complicated since its

implementation requires that its functionality be limited. This is not only a result of the

complexity or large TCB of the operating systems and applications but of the significant

shortcomings of the way hardware technologies are implemented.

TCG TPM project initiative can be used as a root of trust with three capabilities: for

storage, measurement, and reporting. TPM is ideal for this as it provides its contents a safe

concealment from any external entity and at any point in time can anyone write arbitrary

values to it. Currently, there are two major trusted computing solutions that are SRTM

and DRTM2. Unfortunately, both SRTM and DRTM are impractical solutions as evident of

2It should be stated that although SRTM and DRTM initially were proposed by the Trusted Computing
Group (TCG) based on TPM, they can also be adopted in the ARM TrustZone architecture as described in
the Mobile TPM working group.
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their adaptation into main stream server oriented systems. As of today, only a few laptops

and handheld devices3 are equipped with TPM. TPM implementation of SRTM is almost

negligible and a few implementations of DRTM4 exists. Cloud computing infrastructure

platforms and data centers that are constantly attacked by assailants range from your ev-

eryday Joe to nation backed hackers rarely implement TPMs SRTM or DRTM solutions as

their requirements are unfeasible.

In the SRTM architecture the measurement is first initiated at the CRTM boot time,

which is present in the platform CPU chipset. The CRTM then measures and loads the

basic input/output system (BIOS). The BIOS in turn measures and loads the OS loader.

The OS kernel is measured and loaded by the OS loader. The OS kernel measures and loads

the application.

Thus, every time you want to boot into a trusted environment5 the system needs to

reboot6 and each of the above steps have to be synchronized making this solution unrealistic.

DRTM architecture has been designed to mitigate the shortcoming of system reboot

experienced in SRTM solution. Instead of employing a long chain of trusted components,

DRTM uses authenticated code modules (ACM). ACM is a piece of software that is signed by

the platform manufacturer and used to test for the DRTM features in the hardware and setup

the DRTM environment. DRTM is used to suspend any currently executing environment

(if any are running) and launch a measured piece of code as the only executing thread7.

The DRTM module can be invoked at any point of time in a system execution. DRTM is

invoked via special instructions along with the address of the application. The DRTM process

3From researching only the Samsung Galaxy devices and Microsoft Surface tablet are equipped with TPM
chips in handheld devices.

4An example of SRTM/DRTM adaptation is Microsofts Bitlocker technology

5For one to boot into a secure environment the system has to be booted from BIOS to the OS loader to the
OS Kernel to the application layer and have each layer measured by the previous one.

6Depending on the system implementation, if Secured Boot architecture is employed and if any of the system
measurements fail to match the TPM hash values the system will halt but if Trusted Boot architecture is
employed the system will boot either in a trusted or non-trusted state.

7Only one executing core is allowed to perform executions, all other cores are suspended. This ensures only
the trusted application is running.
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suspends all other threads of execution and disables hardware access to the memory of the

protected application using virtualization technology. In Intel systems, the technology [7, 8]

employed is trusted execution technology (TXT) and Virtualization Technology for Directed

IO (VT-d.) Once the environment isolation has been accomplished, the application is then

measured8 to see if the hash value extracted from the environment conforms to a known

trusted state. If so, the DRTM accomplished the ability to launch a trusted environment at

any time but still requires the launch and usage of the trusted application to be synchronized.

The outlined limitations of both the SRTM and DRTM is the need for synchronization

to launch a trusted application. An SRTM chain of trust measurement is launched only at

system boot time and thus the application executing has to be used immediately after boot.

If the application is not executed during the boot time period it is vulnerable to time of check

and time of Use (TOCTOU) attack. DRTM solved this issue by breaking the boot launch

synchronization and can launch any trusted execution environment after boot time. The

trusted execution environment runs parallel with the untrusted9 environment. But DRTM

imposes a strict requirement that all other execution threads10 must be suspended except for

the trusted execution. This strict system requirement is not possible to implement in data

centers or enterprise computing platforms as multi-tasking is essential for high performance

operations and due to limited resources thread execution suspension is impracticable.

The limitation of environment synchronization solutions in SRTM and DRTM have

rendered them non effective. Radium (Race-free-on-demand-integrity architecture) [18] will

allow a more detailed measurement of applications at run time with greater semantic knowl-

edge of the measured environments. Radium will employ an Asynchronous Root of Trust

Measurement (ARTM) type that will mitigate the limitations of synchronization by having

boot launch and use asynchronous. Radium consists of a trusted control layer interface11

8Measurement entails its hash value is extracted and then extends TPM PCRs

9Untrusted is referred to the normal operating system environment.

10System threads and system cores terms are used interchangeable.

11This is referred to ring -1 making it the highest privileged layer in a system. The operating system will be
at ring 0.
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(can be a hypervisor or microcontroller) that is responsible for booting the trusted measuring

service virtual domain. Radium uses the measuring virtual domain for on-demand virtual

domain integrity measurement. Since there is no synchronization the measuring service do-

main can be launched at any moment making it immune to TOCTOU attacks. Radium

controller layer comes equipped with a secure access control policy engine that manages all

trusted and untrusted virtual domains. The access policy provides a fine grained type en-

forcement that is capable of providing an in-depth component access control, which provides

the measuring service domain ability to perform run time or static based12 analysis on other

virtual domains to determine their integrity. The measuring service gives us a more in-depth

semantic knowledge into vulnerable or compromised systems that could give rise to possible

mitigation rather than just relying on semantic cryptographic hash measurements stored in

the TPM PCRs (platform configuration registers) that only rely on the state of the system.

The policy also ensures that all virtual machines can only perform operations that

are explicitly defined in the allowed rules. This also removes the DAC weakness of having

an all-powerful user (root/administrator) as all users are confined to access privilege that

are explicitly defined. Thus, diminishes the risk of unauthorized privilege escalation. Having

the policy in the control layer (highest privileged layer) protects the policy engine from

operating systems as the control layer has a small TCB making it easy to mitigate and

detect vulnerabilities.

The key contribution of my thesis is having an architecture that can leverage MAC

access control policies embedded in the control layer that works cohesively with the TPM

hardware. TPM PCRs will relate whether the boot environment is in a trusted or untrusted

state, where as the policy can help initiate a trusted measuring service virtual domain that

has the liberty to perform integrity analysis to untrusted virtual domains. Based on the

results achieved using openPTS13, this could be used to inform a remote entity on the state

and of a possible risk factor. For example, in the prototype I designed a trusted rootkit

12Run time analysis is the dynamic assessment of a virtual domain while static refers to extracting the
memory dump and then performing the assessment.

13Remote attestation tool
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detector. The rootkit detector extracts a snap shot of the untrusted virtual domains raw

RAM (random access memory) as it contains all running applications even those that have

the ability to hide from the operating system. There are various analyzations performed to

detect rootkits, or other malware, running on the system. The extraction of raw RAM is

done without notifying the untrusted virtual domain making it difficult for even the most

sophisticated malware to hide its presence.

Thus, I created a mechanism that can empower a virtual domain with the capability

to identify and detect the majority of system invariants in a system and possibly remove them

if a solution exits. The use of asynchronous measurements of boot, launch and use gives the

system the ability to be an adoptable solution in main stream commercial server platforms

as trusted applications can be launched at any time. Combining an ARTM solution with a

measured trusted controller layer that employs a MAC policy is a novel architecture as it

leverages a current trusted secure system solution. Employing Radium ARTM capability to

a system ensures it is not vulnerable to race conditions specially the TOUTOC.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGIES

2.1. Trusted Platform Module Background

TPM is a passive1 tamper resistant chip that is used as a repository for platform

component measurements. TPM can generate and store cryptographic keys securely. The

measurements are stored in the TPM PCR and the cryptographic keys are stored in the TPM

non-volatile memory. PCRs are a 160 bit sized registers. The PCR values are designed so

they cannot be overwritten by any arbitrary value but can be extended with the current

value.

TPM is a product designed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), a consortium of

companies with the goal to solve the need for a root of trust in systems. The hardware choice

for a root of trust for a system is due to the mutability of software. Therefore, to guarantee

its known state is impossible. The hardware TPM is equipped with a shielded region and has

several protected capabilities. TPM has several specifications that manufacturing vendors

must follow for it to be approved. If the TPM is physically compromised it should not reveal

any information. To ensure this can be maintained, TCG designers placed TPM outside

of the central processing unit (CPU). This reduces the area needed to be tamper-evident,

keeping it at a low cost. In the protection capability all data stored in TPM is encrypted

and private key pairs are never exposed outside.

With TPM outside the CPU the TCG came up with a trusted block architecture, as

illustrated in figure 2.12.

The platform needs to ensure trust on the path illustrated in figure 2.1 in red. The

elements from the CPU to the TPM3 comprise the trusted block. The questions that arise

are: 1. How do you know its your TPM? 2. How to trust the trusted block path? The system

1It does not have any enforcement capabilities but the contents on the PCRs will relate to the current state.

2This is per Intel’s system architecture.

3These elements are CPU, memory controller, I/O controller and TPM.
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Figure 2.1. TCG Trusted Block

administrator needs to be aware of the TPM usage, as what you do with the hardware cannot

be recreated/manipulated. The TGC has employed the public key infrastructure (PKI) to

create a credential system in the trusted block. This setup will ensure that if any component

has been replaced by an attacker it will be identified. The credential system has the TPM,

platform, manufacture and users with unique credentials that are all linked. Therefore, if

you trust TPM X you attain its credentials and TPM X should be linked to platform X but

if TPM X is replaced with TPM Y then TPM Y can only be linked to platform Y and not

platform X.

TPM contains 24 PCRs4, each containing information regarding the trusted environ-

ment. There are certain PCRs that are reserved for certain measurements. PCRs 0-4 are

used to store measurements related to BIOS, ROM, and Memory Block Registers. PCRs

5-7 store measurements related to the OS loader. PCRs 8-15 are known as static PCRs and

store measurements related to the OS. PCRs 17-22 are dynamic PCRs used during DRTM

boot up and PCR 23 is for trusted application measuring. TPM is equipped with capabilities

to report those measurements to a remote entity or to another virtual domain for trust for

measurement. PCRs form the root of trust for measurement, storage root keys (SRK) form

the root of trust for storage, and attestation identity eys (AIK) are used for root of trust for

reporting. Due to privacy concerns since endorsement keys (EK) are platform bounded they

4The PCRs are numbered 0 through 23 in relation to TPM version 1.2
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may reveal the identity of the machine that can be possibly linked to the owner, therefore

AIKs are used instead which are derived from EKs.

2.2. Trusted Platform Module Operations

2.2.1. Extend

As mentioned earlier, prior PCRs are designed to only extend its current contents.

By having this design it eliminates the possibility of an attacker modifying or setting its

current value using the write operation. This makes PCRs non-commutative and able to

store an infinite number of measurements. Bellow shows the operations done by TPM during

extension.

PCRNewV alue = Hash(PCRCurrentV alue||X)

2.2.2. Binding

TPM offers capabilities that allows the platform to bind its secrets to the TPM secure

storage. It uses the asymmetric5 encryption facility provided by a TPM storage key. Since

asymmetric encryption is employed the private key needs to be protected and as a result

it never leaves the TPM. Thus, decryption is performed in the TPM chip with the use of

the private key and the public keys which can be store in an off-chip memory and used for

encrypting. Both the keys are mathematically related but the private should be a secret to

guaranteeing its security.

2.2.3. Sealing/Unsealing

Sealing is similar to the binding operation but instead requires PCRs6 to be specified

as it adds platform state. The values extended to the PCRs are very important since during

the unsealing operation on a PCR (or set of PCRs), it will only have its contents reveled if

5Asymmetric is the use of private and public keys. The public key is for encryption; while, the private key
is for decryption.

6One or more PCRs can be passed as an argument.
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the current platform state matches the values that are stored in the PCR (or set of PCRs),

and if they match will reflect that the system is in a known good state.

2.2.4. Quote

This operation explores TPM capability to verify the platform state when a remote

entity queries the state. The TPM issues the quote containing the hash set of PCR values.

They are signed by the TPM’s AIK to ensure that the integrity of the quote is not tampered.

These PCR values being sent will be used to attest the trustworthiness of the platform or

to verify an application run time execution status.

2.3. SRTM and DRTM

SRTM and DRTM are currently the two trusted computing architecture solutions that

are integrated with the use of TPM to initiate measurement of trusted service/application.

The SRTM architecture approach measures every component of the system at boot time.

This creates a systematic forward transitive chain of trust. Thus, when any trusted ser-

vice/application needs to be executed to guarantee its security the system needs to reboot.

SRTM requires that each time a secure environment needs to be booted the system must re-

boot. This relates to the SRTM synchronization requirement of boot-launch and launch-use.

The SRTM approach illustration is represented in figure 2.2. CRTM measures the platform

configuration and the BIOS, the BIOS measures the bootloader, the bootloader measures the

OS kernel, and the OS kernel measures the application. As each current component state is

verified by the previous component and before the control is transferred to the next element

of the boot sequence the previous component measures and extends the TPM PCR’s value

of the current known state.

SRTM uses static PCRs 0-15 to store the measurements of each component during

boot. These static PCRs are reset at the time of system boot. The measurements to-

gether with platform configurations form the state of the platform. SRTM ensures that each

measurement is done by a trusted component. Therefore, every time a trusted measured

environment is required a system boot will have to be performed. This highlights SRTM
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Figure 2.2. SRTM

limitation of unusability in real time systems. Also, the need for each system component

to be synchronized in a systemic order creates the possibility of a race condition. There is

a lapse in time when the time of launch is greater than the time of boot or when the time
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Figure 2.3. SRTM Architecture Setup

of use is greater than the time of launch. This makes the system susceptible to TOCTOU

attack. Therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that the Measured Launched Environment

(MLE) will be trustworthy. Figure 2.3 illustrates the complete SRTM architecture setup.

DRTM is an attempt to mitigate the short comings of an SRTM solution. The

DRTM architecture shortens the long chain of component system boot by the use of an

authenticated code module (ACM). The trusted environment is initiated from the untrusted

environment by a special instruction7. The argument passed with the special instruction is

the memory address. The address points to the program that needs to be measured and

executes the MLE in an isolated environment by suspending all other executing threads8.

Figure 2.4 illustrates DRTM setup where the special instruction is initiated and all threads

of execution are suspended and starts the isolated thread of execution. The CRTM measures

the ACM and extends the TPM PCR. In turn, the ACM measures the MLE and extends the

7This varies from architecture to architecture but Intel uses GETSEC[SENTER], while AMD uses SKINIT
instruction to launch the trusted environment.

8The only executing thread will be the MLE.
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Figure 2.4. DRTM

TPM PCR. Once the MLE has been verified to be in a trusted state and the TPM extension

is accepted of its current state, the virtualization will be enabled and the MLE will be loaded

into memory with virtualization protection.

The virtualization protection9 (VT-d) restricts access to the loaded program from any

9VT-d protects DRTM by restricting direct memory access (DMA) from reading or writing the ACM address.
This protects the ACM from being compromised via the network interface card (NIC).
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other process or firmware. Thus, making it secure from any possible attacks.

In the DRTM implementation the first measurement is extended to the dynamic TPM

PCR 17. This PCR 17 can only be extended by the hardware CRTM, which will extend

the ACM state. Initially, DRTM will reset the dynamic PCRs 17 to 22 when the new MLE

is created. PCR 18 is used to measure the Trusted OS executing in the MLE. The rest of

the PCRs 19 through 22 are used by the Trusted OS. DRTM is similar to SRTM in system

boot time but DRTM does not need the synchronization of boot, launch, and use. The only

synchronization needed is launch and use. DRTM is more secure since it has virtualization

protection enabled. DRTM is typically used by the bootloader to load the hypervisor pro-

gram during system boot. The limitation of a DRTM solution is the waste of resources by

suspending all executing threads. This takes away the multitasking ability of computing

systems and makes it an expensive implementation. Suspending the untrusted environment

takes away the rich set of applications and libraries from the trusted environment, therefore,

making the trusted environment its own independent bootstrap that executes on its own.

The solutions that attempted to use DRTM [23, 36] in their trusted solution had to limit

the type of application that could be in the trusted environment. DRTM architecture does

allow multiple trusted applications to run but does not allow the trusted environments to

run concurrently. The launch-use synchronization cannot guarantee the trustworthiness of

the application if use-time is not synchronized with launch-time. Furthermore, all of the

current existing trusted computing solutions depend on hash based measurements to give

an accurate assessment of the state of the system. Hash measurements only conclude if the

system is in a known or unknown state. We cannot infer or identify what may have caused

the system component to be in an untrusted state. Figure 2.5 illustrates the complete DRTM

architecture setup.

2.4. Intel TXT and AMD SVM

AMD Secure Virtual Machine (SVM)[44] and Intel Trusted eXecution technology

(TXT) [36] are currently the two prominent platform solutions which provide SRTM and

DRTM support. TXT and SVM provide CRTM, which is the first element in a boot sequence
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Figure 2.5. DRTM Architecture Setup

to perform measurement for a trusted/secure Measured Launch Environment (MLE). SVM

uses a special instruction called SKINIT to invoke a DRTM environment. TXT version uses

GETSEC[SENTER] instruction to invoke DRTM environment. Both of these instructions

take a memory address as the parameter. This memory address points to the program10 that

should be executed in an isolated environment to prevent adversary attempts in subverting

the environment. TPM provides the root of trust for these measurements.

Intel TXT’s first objective is to verify the digital signature of the ACM and validate it.

The key for the ACM’s digital signature is hard-coded in the platform by the manufacture.

The ACM’s validation is extended to PCR 17. The validated ACM is executed to ensure

that the platform has the necessary support for DRTM execution. The ACM measures and

extends the measurements of the program pointed out by the memory address parameter

during the invocation of GETSEC[SENTER] instruction into PCR 18. In the AMD SVM

platform the ACM is omitted. The chain of trust starts with the measurement of the program

10This can be any environment that requires trusted boot such as hypervisor, microkernel or an application.
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pointed out by the invoked SKINIT instruction.

Once validation has been performed for ACM, virtualization protection (VT-d) is

enabled and the program is loaded into a virtualized isolated memory space. If the environ-

ment is proven to be trustworthy, it is then given access to the dynamic PCRs. The TPM

quote containing the dynamic PCRs provides assurances of the platform state.

2.5. FLASK Architecture Background

Flux Advanced Security Kernel (Flask)11 [5] is a flexible12 mandatory access control

security architecture that supports various multiple dynamic policies. Flask makes a dis-

tinction on security policy decision and enforcement functions. Flask was designed as an

improvement of security architectures, by separating the policy decision making that was

previously developed by the Distributed Trusted Operating System (DTOS). Flask archives

the policy decision and enforcement separation by using a security server that can make

the decisions. Also, the object manager is in charge of the enforcement for individual tasks.

With this separation it allows Flask to support a more flexible mandatory access control pol-

icy. The security server provides access context labels between subjects and objects. Access

decisions determine whether permission granted is based on context labels of two separate

entities that are normally characterized as object and subject. The subject is the requesting

element, while the object is the element being requested to be accessed. A labeling decision

is determined by the label of an object based and the label of related subjects. Objects

in a computing system that are controlled by the security server policy are tagged with a

security context. This data type is policy-independent and can be interpreted by user-level

applications or system administrators that understand the security policy in place.

The security context is mapped to a security identifier (SID) that is used by the

object manager. This SID allows for communication between the security server and the

object manager while maintaining a separation between enforcement capabilities and decision

11Flask architecture is the basis of all modern MAC policy engines

12Flask is flexible as it can be loaded to any operating systems that might require a MAC policy implemen-
tation
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Figure 2.6. FLASK Architecture Implementing MAC Policy

making. The SID allows the object managers to have the ability to run separately from the

content of the security context. The security server is also the element that computes new

security contexts. When a new object is created a new SID is created and mapped to

a security context in the security server. Another aspect of the security context and the

separation of the SID is that knowing of an object SID does not necessarily mean permission

has been given to know the security context of that SID. Thus, a permission check does not

require knowledge of the level of security required for the object.

When there is a need of a security decision, a request is sent to the security server

which includes the SIDs of the subject and the object along with their object class. These

object classes define specific services that are supported by a specific object and contains

permissions that are associated with each specific class. Therefore this allows further cate-
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gorization of objects so that access to a particular type of object can be distinguished even

more. For example, a file can be classified into regular files and device files, which would have

different access rules. Also, if a subject wants to limit its privileges, it is permitted to use a

different SID as its effective SID during an inter-process communication. This permission is

also decided by the security server. The separation between the security policy decision and

enforcement is the central design feature of Flask that makes the system flexible to imple-

ment. Some advantages include the security policy flexibility, the ability to revoke previously

granted access rights, and provided a more finer grained control of access rights. Flask in an

important application as it is the major building block for enterprise use of MAC polices. A

prominent extension of Flask is Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux), which is present in all

major Linux kernels launched with version 2.6 and above.

The Flask architecture is the basis for the secure access control policy engine used in

Radium. The MAC policy engine employed in Radium will regulate any hypercall invoked in

the virtual domain. For instance, when applications are running in a virtual domain and it

requires access for an internal object/application or control layer resource or to access other

virtual domains an interrupt will be initiated via a hypercall and the control layer will handle

the request and control is returned back to the virtual domain operating system. Depending

on the request the control layer will perform a cross check of the access or resource request

against the policy engine that has a set of predefined rules. If the policy permits the action

the virtual domain will be able to continue uninterrupted but if denied it will be logged and

the virtual domain will be prompted and permission will be denied.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

In this section, I go over some of the projects that are similar to my thesis. I compare

the different architectures and the security systems in place against Radium and the secure

engine policy.

3.1. Trusted Platform Module: Building a Trusted Software Stack and Remote Attestation

The major objective of this paper is to create a way to verify if a system software stack

is executing in a known good state. This paper is one of the first to employ TPM as a means

to measure the integrity of an environment. The designers are trying to create a solution

where one can determine the state of their system and report it to a remote entity. The

technology employed is SRTM to provide a measured boot environment. The architecture is

designed to guarantee a complete system state trust by employing a chain of trust starting

from the hardware to the application level. The chain of trust is provided by hashing the

major components such as CRTM, BIOS, OS Loader, OS and applications and storing them

into the TPM hardware as measurements. The idea is if a malicious subversion is attempted

it will be detected and the measurements can be used as a way to attest its trustworthiness

of an environment.

Since this is one of the first solutions created by the trusting computing system, it

illustrates the power of the ability to use TPM as a means to guarantee the system state.

Much of the content of this paper has been discussed in chapter 2 under SRTM. The idea

behind this paper is fantastic, but the employment of SRTM in the real world is not possible.

With the condition of having to reset or reboot a system every time a measured environment

is needed it is time consuming and difficult to implement in on-demand architectures like

the Cloud.

This solution can only guarantee trust at the time of boot, meaning at time equal

to zero, but after that the environment is vulnerable and is subject to a race condition of

TOCTOU. Radium’s use of ARTM mitigates the limitations of the solution proposed in this
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paper1 and the fact that it does not have any down time gives it a performance edge over

SRTM implementation.

3.2. Rootkit Detection on Virtual Machines through Deep Information Extraction at Hy-

pervisor Level

The authors of this paper try to address the difficulty of detecting rootkits that are

stealth enough to go undetected. Virtual domain environments controlled by the hypervisor

can monitor the behaviors of the environments running above it. Therefore, stealth malware

can hide from the host OS but not from the hypervisor. This paper proposes a rootkit

detection mechanism that is based on a deep information extraction and cross verification

at the hypervisor. The hypervisor has access to the raw memory pages of the virtual do-

main therefore, giving it the ability to perform analysis without the need of the executing

environment knowledge. To perform the analysis several steps need to be done:

1. Reconstruct the semantic view of the virtual domain’s memory in order to recreate

the execution state. The recovered information includes processes, network connections,

kernel-level modules and open files.

2. Examine the execution states that are directly obtained from the virtual domain

and that are reconstructed by the hypervisor.

3. Cross verification to determine discrepancy between the OS and the hypervisor

output.

The cross verification step is the most important step in detecting stealth rootkits.

The verification process involves first comparing the OS and the hypervisor memory seman-

tic; if they are not identical an alarm is reported but if they are identical than the cross

verification of the pages is done. For example, stealth malware can change its process name

to a frequently used application to avoid detection but following through its execution we

may notice discrepancy such as opening a TCP connection to a remote entity.

The idea of performing malware detection off host based is a great attempt. In this

solution they are relying on the hypervisor as a means to verify if the OS is reporting true

1Radium’s ability to measure at any given moment makes it immune to TOCTOU race conditions.
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results. The solution does not provide a way of verifying if the hypervisor itself is in a trusted

state. The hypervisor could be compromised and therefore, render the analysis untrusted.

Employing the same proposed idea in Radium architecture can be trusted for its output as

we measure the hypervisor.

3.3. Monitoring Integrity Using Limited Local Memory

The authors propose a Limited Local Memory (LLM) based architecture that extends

the standard multicore machine by adding local memory to each core and by allowing one core

to become privileged. Using virtualization terminology this privileged core can be referred

to as core0 and all other executing cores are known as coresUs. Core0 has the ability to

freeze the execution of a coreU processor and return the execution to itself. The coreUs

can access each others local memory but core0 has exclusive access to its own memory. The

rootkit detector is executed in core0, which runs on its own kernel and is considered part of

the TCB. Core0 monitors the execution of the OS running in all the coreUs.

The rootkit detector (core0) shares the main memory with the target kernel (coreU)

and therefore, has the ability to introspect. LLM employs a secure paging mechanism which

ensures that all code execution and data access on core0 only happens from local memory

and all code data pages stored in the shared main memory are first authenticated before

they are paged to core0.

Since core0 is the major element to be trusted in this architecture it provides a small

TCB. But the architecture relies on the trustworthiness of core0 to provide accurate rootkit

detection on the other coreUs. A user has no way to verify if core0 is in a trusted state.

Therefore, if core0 is subverted then the security is done rendering the rootkit detection and

results as untrustworthy.

3.4. Flicker: An Execution Infrastructure for TCB Minimization

Flicker provides an isolated execution environment along with remote verification

capability. Flicker isolates the security sensitive code of an application, rather than the
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complete application, using hardware security technologies involving TPM, Intel TXT/AMD

SVM and a minimal hypervisor TCB limited to about 250 LOC.

To achieve this, a programmer should identify a Piece of Application Logic (PAL)

that he wants to securely isolate along with its input/output parameters that interface with

the untrusted environment. This PAL is linked to a Secure Loader Block (SLB) provided by

the authors. An SLB is responsible for setting up the secure environment and cleaning up

after the PAL execution.

To initiate the secure execution the designers provide a flicker-module. The flicker

module creates input, output, slb and control entries in the sysfs for the application to

interface with the secure environment.

The application from which the PAL is extracted can pass the input parameters to

the PAL via sysfs inputs. The flicker module takes the uninitialized SLB and inputs from

the application and initializes the SLB. Before starting the secure execution (via SKINIT

or GETSEC [SENTER] instruction), the untrusted environment OS is suspended. All Di-

rect Memory Access (DMA) is also suspended to prevent hardware based attacks. After

suspending the untrusted environment the state is saved and will resume execution once

the extended PCR operation has been completed then the Flicker session starts at the first

instruction of SLB. PAL executes as part of the SLB. After the PAL execution, the SLB

cleans up the registers and all data structures pertaining to the trusted environment. SLB

extends PCR which can in turn be used to notify a remote party, using quote operation,

that the sensitive code is executed in a trusted environment. After the PCR extension, the

untrusted environment is resumed. The results of the PAL execution are stored in the sysfs

output. PALs across from different applications can execute using TPMs seal and unseal

operations. But the latency of seal, unseal and quote operations are significantly high. The

user may experience the system being unresponsive during these operations.

Some of the security issues include needing to rely on the trustworthiness provided by

a Flicker module and therefore, if it is compromised or vulnerable the attacker can use that to

attack the system. The idea is to use an untrusted operating system to launch the PAL but
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it is susceptible to Denial Of Service (DOS) and with the input or output moving between

secure and unsecure worlds are also susceptible to manipulation. The solution overall is

really good but it does not ensure a trusted system and the performance on the system may

hinder its adaption. Compared to Radium every environment can be measured and attested

to its trustworthiness. Radium provides not only on-demand measurement but has no down

time as the untrusted OS does not need to be suspended.

3.5. OLSO: Improving the security of Trusted Computing

The authors of this paper describe an assessment of bugs and ways to attack a trusted

system that employs SRTM. This paper also looks at the bootloader bugs, TPM reset and

Bios attack.

The bootloader bug executes sectors of the bootloader that is not hashed. The authors

found that only the last part of the kernel boot image is hashed and sectors like the real-

mode and setup code are not. IBM Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) was released

as a path but is still susceptible to the same bootloader bug of not having the ability to hash

every sector. The bug lies certainly in the structure of the Grub. Unfortunately, there is no

current appropriate solution to mitigate this bug. Therefore, an attack can exploit this area

and render the trustworthiness of the chain of trust that SRTM relies on.

Any solution built with TPM enabled is subject to a TPM reset attack. An attacker

with physical access can tamper with the voltage of the TPM LPC bus causing it to reset the

TPM hardware. A reset signal can cause the TPM to execute the TPMStartup[TPM CLEAR]

command resetting the static PCRs to zero. Therefore, there is an assumption made in the

trusted computing solution that TPM and the CPU are always in sync during boot time.

The TPM driver can not be trusted, but is an important component as it possesses all

the TPM functionality (TPM commands such as seal, extend, etc.). The MPTPMTransmit()

function is used to transmit TPM commands. The CRTM, where the measurements are ini-

tiated, is required to be immutable. The authors devized a method of changing it, rendering

a BIOS attack. To perform the attack the authors suggest disabling the MPTPMTransmit()

function that can be triggered from CRTM or from bootloader via INT lAH interface. The
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idea is based on the knowledge that the BIOS has only a memory present TPM driver.

Drivers can only execute once they have access to the main memory and therefore, can only

execute once the BIOS has initialized the RAM. In the paper the authors describe the disas-

sembly of the Bios TPM driver and by passing the MPTPMTransmit()function, which will

render an error to the caller instead of performing the TPM operation requested. The attack

is completed by flashing the BIOS with the modified image. Since there is no hashing of

the BIOS image during flashing the authors use the normal update procedure. Thus, with

this knowledge an attacker may subvert the BIOS and cause the trust of the machine to

be tarnished and cannot be brought back without an expensive certification process. These

are the results that SRTM needs for a trusted BIOS or the bootloader cannot be provided

therefore, SRTM solution is inadequate.

The authors propose the use of DRTM technology which shortens the chain of trust

employed by SRTM (due to the buggy bootloader and untrusted BIOS). DRTM solution

removes the BIOS and bootloader from the chain of trust. The benefits of using DRTM over

SRTM are:

1. Shorten the chain of trust which will therefore reduce the TCB needed to be

trusted.

2. Have the ability to launch a measured environment at any time without the need

to reset or reboot the system.

A more detailed background on DRTM technology is covered in chapter 2 but one

note to point out is DRTM is not vulnerable to TPM reset as when DRTM is started it

automatically reinitializes PCR 17. The major shortcoming of DRTM is how it is employed.

DRTM suspends all executing threads and only leaves the desired process/application run-

ning. This means the other environments (untrusted/normal) will be suspended rendering a

waste of resources. The authors model also employs VT-d to isolate the process/application

address in memory (DMA is also restricted) to ensure no malicious corruption is performed.

This technique is also employed in Radium, but how DRTM is used is what makes it

novel. Radium uses DRTM and VT-d to bring up the hypervisor instead of being used
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on processes/applications. Once the hypervisor is brought up, the hypervisor can create the

threading process.

3.6. TrustVisor: Efficient TCB Reduction and Attestation

TrustVisor2, a special purpose hypervisor with the capability of providing code in-

tegrity, data integrity and secrecy for a selected portion of an application. TrustVisor pro-

vides a minimal TCB of about six thousand lines making it possible to be be verified. Using

TrustVisor one can execute security sensitive modules without trusting the OS. In TrustVi-

sor the environment is initialized via DRTM like a process called TrustVisor Root of Trust

for Measurement (TRTM). TRTM interacts with software based TPM that is a part of the

TrustVisor itself and excutes at high speeds on the platform’s primary CPU. The software

TPM is restricted to provide only basic randomness, measurements, attestation and data

sealing capabilities.

TrustVisor can be seen more of an upgraded version of the Flicker architecture de-

scribed on this section. Flicker suffers from performance issues whereas, the TrustVisor

improves on this as it only exhibits a seven percent overhead compared to traditional OSs.

But being an upgrade of Flicker, TrustVisor still employs security sensitive code blocks

(PALs) but the differences come in an isolation mechanism.

TrustVisor has three basic operating modes known as: host mode, legacy guest mode

and secure guest mode. In host mode, TrustVisor handles the hypercall that invokes the PAL

to execute3. In legacy guest mode, TrustVisor isolates the PAL and its own memory pages.

In secure guest mode the PAL is executing and TrustVisor isolates the PAL from the memory

regions of TrustVisor, the legacy OS, and applications. The reason why PALs are isolated

is because programming code is done by humans and can be susceptible to compromise and

therefore, it is important to prevent a PAL from accessing other application’s data.

TrustVisor employs a two-level approach for integrity measurement. The physical

TPM stores the measurements of TrustVisor which is invoked via DRTM. TrustVisor in

2The authors implemented the TrustVisor in AMD platform but is portable to Intel x86.

3Note: Before the PAL executes the architecture measures it.
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turn measures the PAL; this is done to avoid the performance latency seen in Flicker. The

measurements taken on the PAL are maintained in the virtual TPM (vTPM) therfore giving

each PAL its own set of PCRs.

The hypervisor invocation using DRTM is also employed in Radium. TrustVisor

architectural design does overcome most of the traditional trusted computing solutions using

SRTM and DRTM technology. The hypervisor TrustVisor is used as a root of trust, it is

the same requirement for Radium. Therefore, TrustVisor hypervisor is a possible candidate

for Radium’s ideal hypervisor. There are certain extensions needed as the current version,

of TrustVisor, to make it ideal for Radium. TrustVisor is a single rich guest hypervisor,

meaning only one guest can execute on top of it. The single guest can invoke a security

sensitive PAL dynamically but when this is executing the untrusted OS and applications are

suspended. Just like Flicker PALs need to be a self-containing executing code, this means

the PALs will be limited in functionality as they will not have access to a wide range of

libraries. The architecture therefore cannot provide concurrent executions of environments

like Radium, limiting the desgin to be deployed in mainstream systems.

3.7. Terra: A Virtual Machine Based Platform for Trusted Computing

A commodity OS is complex and contains a large number of code lines, making it

impossible to verify. Therefore, building a verifiable application is not the solution as you

ultimately will have to run your software on top of an unverifiable OS. A commodity OS

does a poor job on isolating applications from each other. Therefore, creating a scenario

where applications with diverse security requirements cannot be executed concurrently as

the security is reduced to the most vulnerable application. As of the current era system,

platforms do not support a way to lay down a trusted path between the users and applica-

tions. For example, an application for trading on financial markets has no way of verifying

if its inputs are coming from a human user or a malicious program or vice versa.

To mitigate the above issues the authors proposed the Terra architecture that provides

a simple and flexible programming model that allows application designers to build secure

applications in the same manner that they would on dedicated closed platforms like an
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ATM, gaming consoles, and cellular phones. Terra achieves this by employing a trusted

virtual machine monitor (TVMM)4 that partitions a single tamper-resistant and general

purpose platform into multiple isolated virtual domains. TVMM provides the ability to

have existing applications and OSs to be executed in a standard virtual machine referred

to as an open-box VM; this provides the semantics of today’s open platforms. Applications

have the ability to run their own closed-box VMs that provide the functionality of running

on dedicated closed platforms seen in systems like ATMs. The TVMM provides protection

on privacy and integrity of a closed-box VMs contents. Applications running a closed-box

environment can tailor their software stack to their security needs. TVMM also provides

the ability for applications to use cryptography authentication to be executed on a software

stack to provide a means to be used to attest the trustworthiness to a remote entity.

The open and closed-box VMs provide a raw hardware interface that is identical to the

typical to bare-metal machine. Therefore, VMs can execute all existing commodity software

that would normally run on the hardware. The VMs’ hardware-level interface gives the ability

for application designers to specify what software can execute in the VM environments.

Closed-box VMs are separated from the other elements of the platform. Through hardware

memory protection and cryptographic protection of storage, their contents are protected from

observation and tampering by the platform owner and malicious parties. Closed and open

box environments are strongly isolated from each other but are capable of communicating

with each other if the owner permits it via the management VM.

Terra’s design is based on the TVMM, which is a thin software layer that allows

multiple virtual domains to be executed. Therefore, the TVMM runs at the highest priv-

ilege level. The Terra design is defiantly well thought out but in this architecture we are

explicitly trusting the TVMM. The designers did not consider the scenario if the TVMM has

been compromised. Terra needs to employ the use of TPM, to have the ability to guarantee

that the TVMM is in a trusted known good state. Terra should also use an access control

policy with predefined rules controlling the interactions between closed and open box envi-

4This is a verifiable virtual machine monitor.
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ronments. Terra should also incorporate Radium’s use of a measuring service VM capable

of introspecting the closed box environment. Therefore, we can ensure the trustworthiness

of the closed-box itself. Thus, reinventing Terra with Radium’s components would ensure

Terra as an architecture that provides security in depth.

3.8. Building MAC-Based Security Architecture for Xen Open Source Hypervisor

Virtualization technology is rapidly growing due to the fact that one can leverage

multiple environments on a single hardware. Although virtualization provides great benefits

but the individual guest operating systems cannot be trusted from each other. Therefore, it

is imperative that we can provide a way to regulate the guest OSs interactions.

In virtualized environments virtual domains are not given direct access to resources

and are allocated by the hypervisor layer (the most privileged layer in the software stack).

The major focus of this paper is on the controlling of resources via the hypervisor with the use

of a formal policy. The policy in place will be used to control inter-domain communication

via event channels and shared memory via grant tables. The goals of this architecture using

the formal policy are: zero overheads on critical paths, non-intrusiveness design change to

the existing hypervisor code, and management of virtual domains via the policy.

Grant table access of virtual domains is the most important security threat as a ma-

licious domain can read and write over critical memory pages. Therefore, virtual domains

having accessed to the grant pages must be regulated. The sHype architecture is similar

to the Xen Security Module (XSM) Flask security Mandatory Access Control (MAC) pol-

icy in design. The sHype can support various MAC type policies such as Bell-LaPadula,

Caernarvon or Chinese wall.

This paper’s idea complements Radium’s solution for the need to have a trusted MAC

access control policy in the hypervisor. The hypervisor runs at a higher privilege therefore,

making it more suitable to control access of the virtual domains executing above it. Thus,

giving you the ability to provide security in depth. Radium employs the access control policy

not only to regulate resources but to empower a virtual domain (measuring service) capable

of introspection and determining an application integrity.
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3.9. Singularity: Rethinking the Software Stack

Operating systems are very complex and many of them still contain some of the

same features as they did when they were created in their original form. The Singularity

project examines these outdated features such as security vulnerabilities, unexpected inter-

actions among applications, failures caused by errant extensions, plug-ins, and drivers. This

project focuses on three main architectural designs: software-isolated processes, contract-

based channels, and manifest-based programs.

Software-isolated processes (SIPs) are closed object spaces. They contain the process-

ing resources and provide the information needed for program execution. SIPs use simple

primitive functions, for example, send and receive messages. They send messages using an

Application Binary Interface (ABI) to the kernel.

SIPs are different from today’s operating systems in that they cannot split up the

writable memory and use it with other SIPs. Also, any code contained in an SIP is preserved

during the execution time. Lastly, SIPs are cut-off by software verification as they are not

protected by hardware. As a result of an SIP’s design, they can only execute autonomously.

Contract-based channels provide the means for communication to flow between SIPs.

Each channel is a message conduit that is bi-directional so it only has two endpoints. One

end is for importing and the other end is for exporting and the communication running

through it is known as a channel contract. These contracts are able to separate concerns

between components that interact with each other as well as aid in understanding the system

at a higher level. Contract-based channels are very important. They can detect mistakes

and then prevent them. For example, a real occurrence happened when a programmer did

not calculate the possibility of not having enough data on a socket that was coming in. The

verifier of the contract conformance was able to catch the error and describe the situation

under which it had occurred.

Every code must run with a manifest. When a program is executed the manifest is

actually invoked and is not an executable file like in most other systems. Programs with a

static manifest are called Manifest-Based Programs (MBPs). A manifest contains informa-
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tion such as the resources of a program’s code, necessary system resources, capabilities, and

dependencies.

The Singularity kernel is an important part of the Singularity project. It supports the

base abstractions of the architectural foundation. It provides the critical role of partitioning

out system resources to running programs. For every SIP, it supplies a clean environment

for execution complete with threads, memory, and channels to access MBPs. It is actually a

microkernel and many functions such as network protocols and file systems will execute in

SIPs, which are located outside the kernel.

In the design of channels and contracts, the authors noticed that it is more preferable

to have two uni-directional channels rather than one bi-directional channel even though the

bi-directional channel is easier to analyze communication. Language and technologies have

an effect on the design of an OS and vise versa. The Singularity project was able to uncover

how system architectural designs work together with an OS and how they can also influence

one another.

The paper has much potential but just like in android development the reliant is

manifest; this creates the point of attack. Some of the issues with having the manifest file

the paper does not mention how it is protected from an adversary. Who certifies the content

of the manifest file and how is the sharing of the file data handled? This paper does not

mention how it would handle a fabricated manifest file of an SIP. There cannot be explicit

trust on the SIP as there is no way to guarantee its in a trusted state.

3.10. Virtual Monotonic Counters and Count-Limited Objects using TPM without a Trusted

OS

The authors of this paper propose to use dedicated virtual monotonic counters on

multiple applications that would be susceptible to replay attacks such as secure offline pay-

ments, e-wallets, virtual trusted storage, digital rights management (DRM) and digital cash.

The authors also extend the use of monotonic counters from preventing replay attacks to the

ability to create a count-limited object, meaning using monotonic counters you can create a

limit on the validity of how long an encryption key pair can be used.
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The reasoning for supporting virtual monotonic counters instead of the four indepen-

dent monotonic counters present in TPM is because only one counter can be incremented

in any boot cycle. TCG designed it this way so the monotonic counter would not be used

directly by user-level applications but rather for a single usable counter to be used by a

trusted OS to implement an arbitrary number of virtual monotonic counters. Therefore,

TPM can theoretically be used to provide any number of dedicated counters.

It is impossible to verify the trustworthiness of the OS due to its large TCB, so this

paper describes techniques that can be used where one does not need to rely on the OS being

trusted. TPM is not designed to hold much data as it has a limited non-volatile memory; the

need for untrusted memory has to be used. With the use of an untrusted OS and memory,

not to be subjected to an adversary tampering with the monotonic counter, the authors

implemented two solutions: a log based and Merkle hash tree. The log based method has

potentially unbounded worse-case read and increment latency. While a Merkle hash tree is

easier to implement and has a smaller worse-case read and latency.

The rest of the paper describes how using the counter concatenated with a random

nonce can be used accurately to identify replay attacks as the monotonic counter cannot be

reversed. The major attack that can happen is a Denial Of Service (DOS) by shutting down

the virtual monotonic counter application.

The solution proposed by this paper is great in countering replay attacks but unfortu-

nately the virtual monotonic counter runs in the untrusted environment. While monotonic

counters are employed in Radium, the virtual monotonic counter executes in a separate

hardware-isolated virtual domain. In the paper, the authors do not consider attacks on the

elements that interact with the virtual counter. In Radium, a virtual monotonic counter

domain is also protected using the hypervisor access control policy which can mitigate which

domain can have access to the counter. Therefore, the counter virtual domain does not

interact with a an untrusted domain. We can also employ measuring service to verify that

the monotonic virtual domain is in a trusted state, which the paper does not address the

concern of the integrity of the virtual counter itself.
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3.11. Meeting Critical Security Objectives with Security-Enhanced Linux

Operating systems (OS) is the fundamental component in ensuring security, thus,

making it a critical point. The addition of a Mandatory Access Control policy engine in

the OS is a mandatory step in ensuring privilege escalation attempts are mitigated. With

employing a MAC design, every component is labeled with an appropriate security context.

Based on the security context you can provide strong separate executions of applications.

MAC policy provides a finer grained access control unlike the Discretionary Access Control

(DAC) mode which relies on the user identity and owner. Another weakness with the DAC

model is when a program is executed by a user the program inherits all the privileges associ-

ated with that user. Therefore a malicious application may misuse this. With a MAC policy

in place one can actually explicitly define certain requirement checks such as role, sensitive,

or domain/type to be eligible for access.

Traditional designs of a MAC policy have multi-level security (MLS) implementation,

which the access decision is based on clearances of a subject and classification of an object.

This approach alone with growing intelligent attackers has become inefficient.

Due to the limitations of MLS the Flask architecture was designed to created a generic

architecture for MAC. Flask provides flexibility on a MAC policy creation as no single MAC

policy model is likely to satisfy everyone’s security requirements. To achieve this goal the

enforcement logic was separated from the decision mechanism. Having the enforcement and

decision making separated makes it possible for us to exchange the security server. SELinux

is the mainstream MAC policy implementation of the Flask architecture design.

By using the Flask methodology the system security contexts are not bound to objects

but to a security identifier (SID). The SID maps to a security context and per the security

context the allow rules are examined to determine if the access attempt is legal. The security

server is responsible of performing the SID matching to the security context ad matching

the allow rules. Note SELinux SID are orthogonal to Linux UUID concept but the major

difference is a UID can change but an SID does not.

A security context contains four fields: Identity, Role, Type/domain, and sensitivity.
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You can employ a policy that contains all criteria or a policy that only employs one of them.

This paper complements the secure access control policy I created for Radium. Radium

model encompasses this idea but the major different is in the architecture design. This

paper focus more on the befits of having a MAC type policy regulating access in the OS.

Therefore the integrity of the MAC policy is trusted on the OS which we know cannot be

trusted. Radium used DRTM launch to ensure the hypervisor is in a trusted state and since

the hypervisors have a smaller TCB, we can ensure the integrity of the policy engine to be

trustworthy. Therefore, we can rely on the access decisions that have been made.

3.12. Using the Flask Security Architecture to Facilitate Risk Adaptable Access Controls

Currently, the access control architecture follows the well defined static policy model

but to be valid in an ever changing technological world a more flexible model needs to be

in place. To address this concern the authors of this paper suggest the use of the Flask

architecture to provide Risk Adaptable Access Control (RAdAC)design. RAdAC design can

be adopted to enforce access control decisions according to a policy that can be dynamically

changed. As environmental risk factors (the risk factors are determined by the level of threat)

change the access control policy determining access decisions change accordingly.

RAdAC implies that there exists a set of factors that would determine the type of

policy being enforced. Depending on the level of risk threat the policy should dynamically

change and be able to enforce access revocation or acceptances. Creating a system that can

adhere with this capability is beyond today’s technology.

The authors leverage the Flask architecture to create a proof of concept for RAdAC.

The RAdAC model utilizes static and dynamic factors to determine access control decisions.

Since Flask separated the enforcing and decision making, the security server in place can

always be replaced with another without disrupting the system. Therefore you can use the

defined factors to determine which policy is to be enforced5. For example, a security sensitive

application may be accessible to certain user roles but if the system has been deemed under

attack some of the user roles will be restricted.

5Note: Only one policy can be enforced at a time
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This is a great paper and definitely complements Radium’s secure policy engine idea.

The authors use allot of examples to explain the different possible risk factors. The truth is

this is a good idea but there could be millions of factors. But we can definitely implement the

risk factor in Radium-based access control policy on TPM measurements therefore creating

two policies, one for a trusted domain and the other if the virtual domain is considered

malicious. The authors implicitly trust the access control policy but they don’t offer any

means of its trustworthiness. Since Radium uses DRTM to boot the hypervisor we can

therefore guarantee the integrity of our access control policy.
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CHAPTER 4

RADIUM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The novel Radium architecture encompasses DRTM, secure access control MAC pol-

icy, one or more types of measuring services and virtualization isolation mechanisms to

provide an Asynchronous Root of Trust for Measurement (ARTM). ARTM is designed to

give a race free on demand measurement1 leveraging SRTM and how DRTM technologies

have been implemented. On demand measurements are independent of the synchronous of

boot and launch of MLE or the launch and use of an MLE. Therefore, an environment can

be launched and used at any time while ensuring the trust through measurement of an envi-

ronment at any given time. To demonstrate Radium’s capability, I created a prototype with

the ability to perform run time memory introspection with the ability to detect any rouge

Trojans (system level rootkits) in the system.

Consider a scenario where a platform has a virtual machine running on top of a

hypervisor, this virtual domain needs to perform some security sensitive operations in a

trustworthy means and prove its execution to a third party verifier. A typical DRTM envi-

ronment, requiring a security sensitive operation, needs the virtual domain to be suspended

and have the security sensitive operation execute in a self contained environment. In Radium

employment the virtual domain can be launched and measured independently. Therefore,

before executing the security sensitive operation, it is possible to measure the environment

using a measuring service virtual domain. Figure 4.1 shows the various components of Ra-

dium Architecture and communication between its components.

The trusted hardware composes of the trust block explained in chapter 2, where TPM

is used as a repository for measurements. When Radium is first booted the firmware must

be attested for its trustworthiness. The CRTM is an immutable function hard coded into

the CPU by the manufacture. The CRTM is the first element to initiate measurement of the

firmware (Bios), per the Intel architecture where the Bios is present in the flash. Figure 4.2

1The ability to measure a system state at any point in time.
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Figure 4.1. Radium Architecture

illustrates the first measurements in the system. The measurement is taken in the form of

a crytographic hash2 from the flash and extended to the TPM PCR 0. The CPU and TPM

must be synchronized, if not an attacker with physical access may tamper with the Low Pin

Count (LPC, which is the element that connects the TPM to the mother board) bus power

and render the measurements useless.

The trusted hypervisor with a minimal TCB, access control policy, and minimized

run time interface will reduce the attack surface. Thus, making it suitable to be the root of

trust. Radium uses DRTM to boot the hypervisor in a known good state. Once the ACM

has been verified and extended in PCR 17, ACM will measure the hypervisor and extend

it to PCR 18. Radium will then use DRTM boot to isolate all other executing cores. This

it to ensure that no malicious software can manipulate the root of trust. VT-d will then

be employed to isolate the memory address containing the hypervisor. Everything is denied

access including Direct Memory Access (DMA). DMA has read and write abilities, which is

2This utilizes the crytographic hash’s one way irreversible property.
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Figure 4.2. CRTM Measuring Bios

why reducing the attack surface is important3.

The secure access control that I created for Radium interacts with all the virtual

domains spawned out of the trusted hypervisior. Any access attempts by the virtual domains

will be crossed referenced by the secure access policy and logged for auditing. The default

policy is to deny access to any request that is not defined in the policy and only the specified

allowed rules per that domain will be adhered. Radium architecture allows any number

of virtual domains to be spawned as long as resources are sufficient. In figure 4.1 there is

measuring service, trusted and untrusted virtual domains. The difference between trusted

and untrusted virtual domains is that the trusted domain has been measured and its current

state is known, where as the untrusted domain has not been measured and the state is

unknown. Measuring service is the most important virtual domain in Radium. Measuring

service has enhanced capabilities making it in essence a secondary controller domain. The

secure MAC policy that I created for Radium defines necessary rules to enhance measuring

3Disabling DMA access is important because it has read and write access to the memory. A known attack
using DMA has been seen by exploiting the Network Interface Card (NIC) firmware to gain access to DMA.
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service capabilities. Measuring service is encrypted and its private key is sealed to the TPM.

The only way to decrypt and boot measuring service is if the hypervisor is still in a trusted

state after boot4. Once measuring service is booted it can be used to measure other domains

and used as a means to attest their state to a remote verifier. Once the measurement is

completed the measuring virtual domain is taken down to prevent TOCTOU attack.

Radium architecture is also equipped with the ability to remotely attest the systems

state to a remote entity, this is illustrated in figure 5.2. The target virtual domain being

queried for a TPM quote will evoke the hypervisor hypercall called measureMe that I created

for Radium5. This will have the hypervisor boot up the measuring service virtual domain.

As mentioned before measuring service can only be booted if the hypervisor is in a known

state and once the measuring service has completed its objective it is shutdown immediately

otherwise it will be susceptible to a TOCTOU attack. The measuring service will perform

the measurement of the targeted domain and transmit the contents to the target virtual

domain. Using Open Platform Trusted Service (OpenPTS) the target virtual domain will

transmit the data to the remote entity for verification. To ensure the data is not tampered

with, Radium uses the trusted hardware TPM. TPM comes with a variety of capabilities

such as the generation and secure storage of cryptographic keys, PCRs, migration keys and

Monotonic Counters. For remote attestation, I extended the current Radium architecture to

use TPM migration keys and monotonic counter capabilities. The use of monotonic counters

is independent on the trustworthiness of the OS as my idea relies on the tamper-evident

hardware of the TPM. The use of monotonic counters is to ensure that the freshness of the

element can always be detected. A TPM monotonic counter only offers two operations, read

and increment, and once incremented the value cannot be set back or set to an arbitrary

value (meaning if the current value is x the next one can only be x+1). Thus, this helps

us counter the replay attack of the adversary. Therefore, ensuring what is transmitted to

the remote verifier is always fresh and using the TPM migration keys capability, we can use

4DRTM securely boots the hypervisor at time=0 but at time=X one cannot assure its state. Therefore, the
hypervisor needs to be remeasured.

5This hypercall will have to be added to the current hypervisor API hypercall interface.
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AIKs to create a signature to ensure any adversary tampering on the TPM quote will be

detected.

4.1. Radium Components

4.1.1. ARTM

Radium’s Asynchronous Root of Trust for Measurement architecture, which leverages

both Virtualization Technology (VT) and DRTM is able to achieve asynchronous measure-

ment by creating a Measuring Service that has the ability to be brought up at any point

in time to provide use-time measurement services to other MLEs. In Radium architecture

the hypervisor is the component that provides the root of trust. Thus, it is vital that the

hypervisor in use has a small TCB that can be verified6.

To ensure the hypervisor is brought up in a known state, DRTM technology is em-

ployed. Once the hypervisor is launched by DRTM any other virtual domain can be launched.

The measuring service is to be used only to provide testament of the trustworthiness of the

other virtual domains. The important difference between ARTM and DRTM is that the isola-

tion does not require other execution environments to be suspended. The trusted hypervisor

is entrusted to provide strong hardware isolation between all environments or processes ex-

ecuting on top of it. The isolation is maintained at all times even if the environments or

processes are executing concurrently.

Radium architecture relies on the VT-d, DRTM launch hypervisor and its secure

access control policy to provide trusted isolation. The reliance on a hypervisor as a root of

trust is derived from the fact that its TCB is many times smaller than any other commercial

operating system. In today’s era the use of hypervisors as the highest privilege level is

becoming the defector; this can be seen in most security research solutions [11, 24, 43, 19, 9].

6The creation of a trusted hypervisor is out of the scope of the research. The major focus is to show that
measurements can be performed in a race-free environment with the help of a secure MAC policy.
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4.1.2. Hypervisor

The hypervisor in Radium is considered to be the root of trust and therefore it’s a piece

of software, which controls all measurements and interactions between all environments7. The

hypervisor in use is a type-1 bare metal which can run directly on top of the hardware. A

type-1 hypervisor has minimal TBC over type-2 hypervisors making it a more reasonable

choice. Using a type-1 bare metal hypervisor makes it easier to utilize hardware mechanisms

to isolate all the virtual domains executing above it.

The hypervisor uses hypercalls (similar concept to system calls in an operating sys-

tem) as a means to interact with applications and services executing on top of it. For

the application or services running, the virtual domain can communicate with other virtual

domains via an inter-VM communication mechanism. This is dependent upon the access

control policy allow rules in place in the hypervisor. Any changes to the access control

policy module rules will require a recompilation of the hypervisor; you can use a modular

approach where the policy can be updated via a trusted domain such as measuring service.

The access control policy can employ any type of access control such as type, role, user or a

sensitivity based mechanism. To ensure the trustworthiness of the hypervisor, the hypervi-

sor is always brought up (boot time) using DRTM technology with virtualization technology

(VT-d) to ensure the hypervisor is executing in a trusted state. All other applications and

services running on the virtual domains executing on top of the hypervisor can be launched

anytime with or without measurements. All of the applications and services executing are

under the supervision of the hypervisor and therefore, the correctness of the hypervisor [2]

is extremely critical of ARTM. Figure 5.3 illustrates the complete SRTM architecture setup.

4.1.3. Measuring Service Virtual Domain

Measuring Service is a trusted environment that can perform measurements, mem-

ory introspections and application integrity invariants analysis on other executing virtual

domains. The measuring service environment is measured, verified and launched by the

7You can think of the hypervisor as the control layer.
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Figure 4.3. ARTM Architecture Setup

trusted hypervisor. To prevent a TOCTOU race condition, measuring service is only to

be brought up for verification of other domains and then immediately shut down once the

objective has been achieved. Radium utilizes the measuring service to provide on-demand

measurements. Thus, making measuring service an integral part of ARTM.

Radium can contain more than one type of measuring service. Different measuring

service types may differ in their measurement performance, for example, one measuring

service may measure the kernel memory pages to detect a kernel level-type of rootkit. The

measuring service domain will be in constant communication with the hypervisor access

control. Therefore, necessary policy rules must be added for the measuring service to be

granted access.

4.1.4. Trusted and Untrusted Virtual Domains

Radium supports any environment to be executed on top of it. An environment is

considered to be trusted if it is measured and verified during launch. The trusted environment

can be used to host any trusted service needed if used immediately after launch. This

will prevent any race condition of the service. An environment that is executed without
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measurements is considered to be untrusted. These two types of environments can co-exist

and execute concurrently.

Each virtual domain, including measuring service, is assigned a Security Identifier

(SID). The SID is assigned to every virtual domain during its creation and is used for

registration of the environment to the hypervisor.

We have seen in previous chapters that ACM is measured and extended to PCR 17,

the hypervisor is measured and extends PCR 18. The hypervisor measures the measuring

service domain and extends PCR 19 and the measuring service measures the other domains

and extends PCR 23.

4.1.5. Adversary Model

Radium has a larger adversary model but for the purpose of my thesis I only concen-

trate on certain attacks that relate to the secure MAC policy.

The current design of Radium cannot prevent any offline or physical attacks to the

machine. Physical attacks like TPM resetting or hijacking are out of the scope of my thesis.

Offline attacks cannot be prevented but by using TPM measurements I have the ability to

detect hypervisor software binary changes and measuring service by recomputing the hash.

If the hash does not mach the last known good state, I can extrapolate that the hypervisor

and measuring service components have been compromised. Therefore notifying the user if

the actual state of the system is in a trustworthy state.

A malicious virtual domain may attempt to invoke malicious hypercalls that could

possibly attack the hypervisor or the other virtual domains. We rely on the secure MAC

policy to regulate with hypercall granularity on what the domain can invoke per the prede-

fined rules. If a domain is not given access to a particular hypercall the default action is to

deny8. The only domain given special capabilities is the measuring service domain and its

integrity is ensured as the domain can only be executed if the platform is in a trusted state.

If the normal/untrusted domain software image has been compromised or has been

subverted via an online attack, Radium cannot prevent these attacks. However, by using the

8Inter domain communication is considered a hypercall capability.
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Figure 4.4. Radium Adversary Model

measuring service we can determine the state and if a mitigation is available the patch can

be applied.

Since Radium hypervisor is considered to be the root of trust of the whole architecture

and contains the secure MAC policy the integrity of the hypervisor is crucial. Meaning if

the hypervisor is compromised the integrity of the policy and measuring service is also

compromised. Therefore the use of DRTM and Intel VT-d technology to ensure the security

of the hypervisor is imperative.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the adversary model for Radium’s secure access control policy.

A more detailed analysis on the security aspect of Radium’s architecture is covered in chapter

8.
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CHAPTER 5

RADIUM PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

To demonstrate the ability of implementing Radium, I created a limited prototype

with the ability to provide on-demand trusted rootkit detection using Xen platform [4].

Currently, there aren’t any commodity hypervisors that contain the necessary features ideal

for Radium. Xen was the closest open source available hypervisor that provided most of

Radium components. With Xen hypervisor as the prototype, Radium had to be tweaked.

Xen is a modular bare-metal hypervisor that runs directly on top of hardware. Xen contains

a privileged virtual domain called Dom0. Xen hypervisor separates all the management

responsibilities of the hypervisor to Dom0. Dom0 provides all the necessary drivers in order

to interact with the hardware on behalf of the Xen hypervisor. Therefore, Dom0 is essentially

an extension of the hypervisor. This leads to the creation of two versions of prototypes where

measuring service is Dom0 (the primary controlling domain) and the second version where

measuring service is a secondary controlling domain. The second version is more preferred

and is also the main focus of my thesis prototype. This is due to the fact that Dom0 is

attached to the Xen platform (meaning if the hypervisor is compromised then Dom0 will be

too). Figure 5.1 illustrates the ideal Radium prototype with all its components.

Radium prototype ARTM consists of trusted hardware, and a trusted hypervisor

including Dom0. ARTM provides asynchronous capability therefore, the untrusted environ-

ment can be used anytime for a security sensitive application. But whenever the untrusted

environment needs to perform a security sensitive application, the untrusted environment

must invoke a measureME hypercall to invoke the measuring service virtual machine. Mea-

suring service will be used to verify if the untrusted environment can be trusted.

In my prototype, I used Ubuntu 12.04 LTS for Dom0 and measuring service. In Xen

terminology measuring service is considered to be a DomU (any unprivileged domain that is

not Dom0 is DomU). The untrusted DomU is built using Ubuntu 10.04.32 and is deliberately

infected with a Kbeast rootkit [16]. The hardware used is a 4th generation Intel i5 processor
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Figure 5.1. Radium Prototype

with VT-x, VT-d and Intel TXT (Intel’s DRTM implementation) enabled.

5.1. Radium Prototype Components

In this section I will discuses the minimal technologies required to design Radium

prototype.

5.1.1. Virtualization

In a typical general purpose system the CPU employs protection rings (rings 0 through

3) to isolate the user space from the kernel space. The kernel space executes in ring 0 (this

is the highest privileged ring), whereas, the user space executes in ring 3 (this is the lowest

privileged ring). With the introduction of virtualization in modern CPUs, a new ring was

added. This new ring is -1 and is now the highest privileged ring. Virtualization [1] creates

simulated hardware (virtual) machines, which are capable of running multiple OSs on a

single physical machine concurrently. The software that is responsible for supporting and

managing virtual machines is called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor.
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Most widely used OSs, such as Windows, cannot be verified for security due to their

huge code size and monolithic design. Type-1 hypervisors that run in ring -1 have a compar-

atively smaller TCB in size and therefore can be more trustworthy. Their code size is reduced

as they do not contain any device drivers. Their code base is designed for multiplexing the

virtual machines. Type-1 hypervisors like Xen rely on a special type of privileged virtual

domain to provide hardware drivers.

5.1.2. Xen Hypervisor

In leveraging a prototype with the ability to perform kernel level rootkit and ap-

plication integrity analysis, it is important to understand how the hypervisor handles the

memory pages and how the different types of domains operate. Xen [4, 14] has two types

of domains, privileged and unprivilged. Xen uses privileged domains that provide drivers

to provide hardware access to unprivileged domains. A typical Xen setup has 1 privileged

domain called Dom0 and any number of unprivileged domains called DomU. In Xen, the

hardware driver is split into 2 parts (also known as split device drivers); the frontend driver

resides in the DomU and the backend driver resides in the Dom0. Whenever a DomU needs

hardware access it sends its request using the frontend through a shared memory construct

called a ring buffer. The backend driver receives this request and performs the necessary

operations and writes the results back into the ring buffer for the frontend driver to access

it.

Xen uses a shared memory inter-domain communication channel (inter process com-

munication) called a grant table. The split drivers (frontend and backend) use the ring

buffers built on top of the grant tables. The grant tables also manage a virtual domain’s

memory pages. For a virtual domain to access the memory pages of another domain they

must go through the grant table. In a typical Xen setup the GNTTABOP hypercall would be

invoked to access the grant tables but for Radium I use a Xen Security Module (XSM) MAC

policy to determine if the domain can access the grant table pages based on the predefined

rules.
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5.1.3. Boot-up

The Xen hypervisor is booted with DRTM technology. This will ensure no malicious

software can affect the hypervisor and thus, the hypervisor boots into a known good state.

The BIOS measures and transfers control to the boot loader, the boot loader [10]

(tboot in my setup) invokes the DRTM instruction (since the system is Intel my system uses

GETSEC[SENTER]) with Xen’s kernel address as the parameter. This will then measure

and load the Intel’s SINIT ACM only if the SINIT ACM’s digital signature is verified. The

SINIT ACM will verify the TXT hardware and prepare the environment for measured launch.

The Xen kernel is measured and the hash is compared to a known value. If Xen is proven

to be in a known good state (unmodified), the VT-d protections are enabled to create an

isolated environment (VT-d isolates everything including DMA). Once the protections are

in place, all executing cores are suspended while Xen is booting up. The Xen kernel is then

loaded into memory and the control is given to Xen, which can then spur up multi-threading

applications/process.

5.1.4. Providing Confidentiality of Measuring Service

Measuring service is a key component in providing ARTM capability. It is vital to

ensure that the confidentiality of a measuring service domain is maintained at all times. I

achieve this by encrypting its domain configuration file and image using a secret key created

in Dom0. This key is sealed in the TPM with the platform state (PCRs), meaning the

only way to execute a measuring service configuration file and decrypt its image is that

the platform must be in a trusted state1. The ACM and Xen hypervisor measurements are

stored in PCRs 17 and 18 since we consider the hypervisor as our root of trust and these

two elements comprise as the platform. The PCR sealing operation is shown in the following

command:

tpm sealdate -z -i secret.key -o ./secret.blob -p17 -p18

1If the system is not in a trusted state the security key will not be available to execute a measuring service
configuration file and decrypt its image.
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If increased security of a Radium prototype is needed, disable the Dom0 hardware

access to TPM and create a virtual vTPM manager and a vTPM emulator stubdom. The

vTPM manger needs to register measuring service with the following statement:

vtpm = [”backend = vtpmmgr, uuid = XXXXXXX”]

The above statement is placed in the vTPM manger configuration file. Every domain

is given a Unique Universal Identifier (UUID), which the vTPM manger uses to identify

the virtual domain that has access to vTPM. There are modules in the Linux kernel that

must be enabled during the kernel compilation. These modules are CONFIG TCG TPM and

CONFIG TCG XEN. Once these necessary kernel modules are in place the virtual domain can

now extend vTPM PCRs.

5.1.5. Launching Measuring Service

Whenever a remote entity or system administrator wants to perform measurement of

the untrusted/normal world, measuring service is launched. To launch measuring service one

has to first unseal the key and decrypt the measuring service configuration file and image.

The key will only be unsealed if the platform is in a known good state. The state of the

platform is attained from PCRs 17 and 18. The PCR unsealing operation is shown in the

following command:

tpm unsealdate -i ./secret.blob -o secret.key -z

If the platform is not in a known and trusted state, the secret key will not be unsealed

and the launch will be aborted. If the platform is in a known and trusted state the measuring

service will be measured and extended to PCR 19. Once the PCR extend operation is

completed the measuring service will be launched.

If Dom0 is used as the measuring service then the physical TPM will be used to

extend measurements. If a direct physical TPM is used to extend measurement then only

one measuring service can execute at any point in time. Alternatively, if measuring service

is used as a DomU, then a virtualized TPM [46] can be employed. This will allow each
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measuring service to have its own set of PCRs in the TPM emulator. This will allow the

ability to create different measuring service to measure different untrusted/normal virtual

domains concurrently.

5.1.6. Measuring the Untrusted/Normal Virtual Domain

Unlike traditional trusted computing solutions, which rely only on hash measurements

as a means of determining the state of a platform, Radium offers more detailed measurements

of applications with greater semantic knowledge of the untrusted/normal virtual domain.

Meaning, when I extend the TPM PCR I also pass in a message of the problem with the

hash. Therefore, giving the ability to infer to the root of the problem causing the system

not to be in a trusted state and if a solution exists to implement it. Hash measurements are

important but alone you cannot infer the exact cause and possibly derive a solution.

To demonstrate Radium application in personal or enterprise computing platforms, I

designed a Radium prototype with the ability to perform on-demand kernel-level rootkit de-

tection. The untrusted/normal virtual domain is deliberately infected with a stealth rootkit

called Kbeast. Kbeast inserts itself as part of the kernel modules and uses system call hooks

to hide its presence. The rootkit manifests a Trojan process that executes in the background.

The standard OS commands like top do not report the Trojan process and conventional mal-

ware detectors like RK-Finder (Rootkit-Finder) are unable to detect its presence. Using the

measuring service as a trusted rootkit detector, I was able to extract the raw RAM and

identify the malicious module at run time.

The memory allocations of all the DomUs in Xen are isolated in separate address

spaces. For measuring service to have the ability to introspect the virtual domain in question,

measuring service must have access to the virtual domains, in question, memory pages. To

enable this I provided the necessary allow rules in the MAC policy to give measuring service

access with the ability to read the grant tables belonging to untrusted environment. To

achieve this I used a Xen inbuilt MAC mechanism known as XSM. XSM is an integral part

of XEN and controls all types of interactions between the virtual domains.

To perform run time memory introspection in conjunction with XSM, I employed the
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use of LibVMI [32] and volatility [45]. LibVMI provides a useful Application Programming

Interface (API) for reading and writing virtual domain memory. LibVMI gives the capability

of extracting memory snapshots at run time (as applications are running) or statically (taking

a snapshot and retrieving its output for later analysis). Volatility has an array of rich plugins

that gives the ability to walk through memory pages. Using volatility is vital if you want to

walk through memory pages but you should have an idea of what specific plugin you need

to use. Since my goal is trying to identify hidden kernel modules I used the check modules

plugin provided by volatility. Below is the command used to identify hidden modules:

vol.py -l vmi://VM Name --profile=ubuntu linux check modules

5.1.7. Attesting Verification

The idea of providing on-demand measurement is to have the ability to prove your

state to a remote entity at any given time. Once measuring service has performed rootkit

detection and the measurement has been extended to TPM, using openPTS, the system

can transfer the TPM PCR measurements to the remote entity for verification. For my

prototype example that I created for Radium I used PCR 17 for ACM measurement, PCR

18 for hypervisor measurement, PCR 19 for measuring service measurement and PCR 23

for the untrusted virtual domain measurement. These set of PCRs represent the final state

of the platform after rootkit detection has been performed. The remote party can verify

the results of measuring service and determine if they should make a connection or not.

As mentioned in chapter 4 one can use AIK keys with a monotonic counter to ensure the

measurements are not tampered or replayed with an earlier known good state measurement.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the complete idea of the prototype.
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Figure 5.2. Radium Prototype Components
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CHAPTER 6

RADIUM SECURE ACCESS CONTROL POLICY

Unlike much of the security solutions being proposed that suggest the need to have

separation between normal/untrusted and trusted environments, Radium allows access and

communication between its environments via the access control policy rules. The access

control policy I created is an integral part of the hypervisor and executes at the highest

privilege level. The secure policy is an important component of Radium as it protects the

hypervisor from hypercall evocation from malicious virtual domains and the policy contains

rules that identify the accessor environment, known as the source, and its corresponding

accessee, known as the target. The policy monitors all access attempts between the envi-

ronments and only permits the ones that compile with the predefined rules. Any request

that does not comply or is not defined in the policy is denied. The access control policy

uses the SID to identify the environments and based on that identify if the environment has

necessary permissions.

The owner of each environment can provide requirements for the necessary rules

to gain access to the environment. If a requirement is not specified by the owner, the

environment will be subjected to a restrictive default policy. An untrusted environment

is typically restricted from accessing trusted services. The trusted service, typically the

measuring service, is only given necessary access permissions to the untrusted environment to

perform a certain objective. For example, to check the presence of a rootkit in an environment

I only give read permissions that are required for memory introspection but with no write

ability. This prevents any malicious programs masquerading as a trusted service to attack

an environment.

6.1. Radium Secure Access Control Policy Creation

Radium prototype access control policy is constructed using XEN Security Module

(XSM), which is derived from the Flask (Flux Advanced Security Kernel) Mandatory Access

Control Policy (MAC) architecture designed by the National Security Agency (NSA). The
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framework is designed to separate the security enforcement and decision making to better

isolate the logic components of the security system. The MAC type of access control provides

fine grained access control over Discretionary Access Control (DAC) as it is not limited to

read, write, and execute permissions. Using MAC you can break down and give conditional

access to a user or process. The XSM framework in principle is equivalent to SELinux

(Secure Enhanced Linux project). XSM also uses the same semantic concepts and tools as

SElinux but with an extension on the ability to control/restrict hypercalls with guest virtual

machine (i.e. Dom0, PV domain, HVM domain, Stub domains, and DomU) privileges.

The access control for Radium architecture is designed to enable an administrator to

have a fine grained control over the virtual domain and its capabilities at hypercall granularity

(analogous to OS system call). The access control is located in a Type 1 hypervisor and is

intended to control the interactions between various virtual domains, the hypervisor itself

and resources such as memory access. The major objectives of Radium access control policy

are the following:

Prevent/allow two domains from communicating via event channels or accessing

memory pages. Grant a set of privileges and capabilities to a virtual machine, which is

typically unavailable to unprivileged domains. Restrict or audit operations performed by

privileged domains. Prevent or allow privileged domains from mapping memory pages from

other domains. Allow hypervisor components access to other domains.

Radium policy has been created to work with a Xen hypervisor architecture but can

be extended to other kinds of hypervisors. Once the system is in enforcing mode the access

control policy of every virtual domain configuration file must be labeled with a security

context/label1.

The full security context with all the policy fields defined are user, role, type/domain,2

and sensitivity:

seclabel = system u:system r:doumU t:S0 Below is an example of a Measuring

1Context and labels are used interchangeably but refer to the same thing

2Type and domain are used interchangeably but refer to the same thing.
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Service security Label:

seclabel = system u:system r:measuringService t

The corresponding security identifier (SID):

sid measuringService

The policy I created extends Xen architecture type of domains, where domain types

differentiate with privilege.

Below are the different domains that the access policy currently allows:

1. The all-powerful most privileged domain known as Dom0 has asecurity context:

a. System u:System r:dom0 t

2. The secondary domain is designed to have the ability to perform different vir-

tual machine measurements such as memory introspection or application invariant integrity

analysis. I refer to this as MeasuringService domain and must be a Paravirtualization (PV)

domain type (This PV is considered to be a privileged domain).

a. System u:System r:measuringService t

3. Unprivileged domain Paravirtualization (PV does not require virtualization exten-

sions as it is hypervisor aware). This is referred to as DomU.

a. System u:System r:domU t

4. Unprivileged domain Hardware Virtualization Machine (HVM is a full virtualiza-

tion using help from hardware capabilities from the host processors).3 This is referred to as

DomHVM.

a. System u:System r:domHVM t

There are different variations of checks that can be implemented in an access control

policy such as user based, role based, domain/typed based, and sensitivity based isola-

tion. For User Based Access Control (UBAC) and Role Based Access Control (RBAC) a

trusted administrator will have to define the names and priority hierarchy. For example,

a student r/student u has less access privilege then a professor r/ professor u. The

3Full virtualization is used to simulate a complete hardware environment in which an unmodified guest
operating system executes in complete isolation. HVM utilizes Intel VT-x or AMD-V.
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RBAC and UBAC may use analogous naming but must have different field endings defining

their specific field in the security context. In the case of a sensitivity field the scale of 0-10

is defined in the Flask architecture where 0 is the least privileged and 10 is the highest level

of sensitivity (s0,s1,,s10). The last field of interest is the type/domain enforcement. The

type enforcement ensures that every element in a system is in a domain of its own. Only the

allowed process or users specified in the allow rules of the policy will gain access. Using a

combination of the different isolation bases will increase the level of isolation in a system. For

example, if the user meets the user-based type/domain requirements but fails the sensitivity

level the user will not be given access.

In Radium prototype that I designed uses Xen hypervisor architecture and the com-

mand I used to view the status and security context/label of a virtual domain is:

xl list Z

Xl is a Xen successor of the XM management tool stack provided by Xen. Xl is used

by the privileged domain and measuring service if given the appropriate allow rules. For

simplicity in designing Radium access control policy, we only employ type-based isolation

enforcement. The access policy can be made as ridged as needed and can employ different

isolations as needed by the institution requirements. For Radium, my main focus is not of the

application layer or internal system layer requirements but more on defining access between

the virtual domains and using TPM hardware to attain the current state of a system and

possibly use that as a means of booting a trusted domain and reporting to a remote entity.

To ensure the architecture can always guarantee knowledge of the other virtual do-

mains current state a secondary domain labeled Measuring Service (A secondary control

domain will contain certain privileges that are unique to other virtual domains as specified

by the hypervisor architecture.) is given additional access such as memory introspection and

the ability to extend vTPM’s PCRs. The secondary domain is the virtual domain that we

ensure to always be in a trusted state. The measuring service virtual domain will only boot

if the platform is in a known and trusted state.

The current policy allows unlabeled virtual domains with limited capability, but the
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policy will have to be updated to specify access level to the other different virtual domain

types4.

In order to create a secondary virtual domain type that is capable of memory intro-

spection, application integrity analysis, and the ability to extend the vTPM PCRs we need

to create a new security context for the access control policy. The domain has to be trusted

and used for measuring other trusted and untrusted virtual domains.

I did not want to use Dom0 as it is Xen platform attached and I wanted a domain

that has similar capabilities but would only be booted in a platform that is in a trusted

state. Using this idea of a measuring service virtual domain, Radium achieves asynchronous

use-time measurement. In this chapter I will explain how I created the access control policy

for Radium.

Step 1. When declaring a new type you will also need to define an initial security

identifier (SID) which will map to a security context:

sid measuringService =>system u:system r:measuringService t

Step 2. Declare the new type, which must match the end of a measuringService SID

name:

type measuringService t

Step 3. Define attribute for the security label:

type measuringService t, domain type, domain self type, domain target type,

event type, xen type, mls priv;

Each type defined can be assigned into an attribute category to easily reference each

domain having that attribute. For instance if you give a type to a domain measuring service

type attribute of grant type this gives the domain access to necessary hypercalls related to

grant tables (virtual machine memory pages). But the allow rules are needed to be specified

if it’s an unprivileged domain defined in the hypervisor architecture (This will be hypervisor

specific, for example, the XEN hypervisor Dom0 is the only privileged domain.).

Step4. Define which hypercalls are allowed for each domain using the allow keyword.

4The domain types are domU t, domHVM t, dom0 t and measuringService t.
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These hypercalls are grouped into different classes. Below is the syntax of writing an allow

rule:

allow sourceDomain t targetDomain t:className hypercallOfTheClass ; we

use the if defining more than one.

Note: The source is the domain making the hypercall and the target is the domain

where the hypercall is being performed.

As seen in step 3, using the attributes you can quickly allow each domain with their

attributes access to hypercalls but for the unprivileged virtual domains the corresponding

allow rule must be provided for the domain to use the hypercall. The policy I defined for

Radium has a default deny to any attribute assigned to an unprivileged domain without the

corresponding allow rule.

The policy defines eight classes, where each class is essentially categorizing related

hypercalls. Per the FLASK architecture, each of the classes can only contain 32 member

hypercalls5. The classes defined are not used by the hypervisor, but are used by the virtual

domains to make access control decisions using the hypervisor’s security policy. A minimal

hypervisor is required as the smaller the TCB size the higher the ability of the architecture to

guarantee trustworthiness. The security or trustworthiness of the hypervisor itself is not in

the scope of this project. There are many researches mentioned in the related works chapter

that complement this idea. Therefore, I assume a trusted hypervisor is in use.

To define a new class, the syntax is:

Class class name hypercall permission name

The following are the classes defined in a Radium access control security policy:

1. Class Xen consists of Dom0 only operations dealing with the hypervisor itself but

can be extended to other domains. The type wanting to acquire class Xen attribute would

have xen t in its type definition as explained above.

Class Xen settime, readconsole, clearconsole, writeconsole, kexec, sleep, getcpuinfo,

tmem op.

5Due to the 32 hypercall limit on the permissions of classes there are only two domain classes
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2. Class domain and domain2 involve hypercalls that relate to performing operations

on other virtual domains or on itself. If its performing an operation on itself self is used,

otherwise, on a different virtual domain target is used.

Class domain and domain2 setvcpucontext, pause, unpause, resume, create, transi-

tion, max vcpus, destroy, getdomaininfo, getvcpuinfo, getvcpucontex, hypercall, set target,

shutdown, setaddrsize, getaddrsize, relabelto, relabelfrom, relabelself, create hardware domain.

Note: getdomaininfo is an important hypercall as it allows you to view the domain

id and the status of other virtual domains. Giving a domain a hypercall hypercall is basically

like the init giving you the ability to evoke hypervisor hypercalls.

3. Class HVM is similar to the domain class but mainly contains hypercalls related

to HVM domains.

Class hvm mem sharing, share mem, hvmctl, mem event

4. Class event contains hypercalls that refer to inter-domain communication between

both domains. For a domain to communicate the allow rules have to be set for both the

source and the target virtual domains. As shown below, create and bind are important

hypercalls for initiating inter-domain communication.

Class event bind, send, status, create, reset.

5. Class grant is one of the important classes we need for a type measuring service.

This class contains the relevant hypercalls needed for memory introspection.

Class grant map read, map write, unmapmap read, map write, unmap, transfer,

setup, copy, query.

6. Class mmu is similar to the grant class but mmu describes pages that are not

accessed using grant tables. Permissions are checked using the domain SID to access pages.

Class mmu map read, map write, pageinfo, pagelist, adjust, updatemp, remote remap,

exchange.

7. Class resource is used to describe the resources used in a hardware device. Re-

sources can include IRQs, MMIO regions, x86 I/O ports and PCI devices.

Class resource add, remove.
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8. Class security describes the Flask security server. These operations are accessed

using the xsm op hypercall. The virtual domains that have been given access to the security

class can load the policy and set the policy to enforcing mode or not and therefore must

be a trusted domain or else all the security in place will be compromised. For a domain to

be allowed to use these hypercalls the virtual domains must use the libxenlight (Xen’s Xl

toolstack).

Class security compute av, compute create, compute member, check context,

load policy, compute relabel, setenforce.

There is a ninth class called xenstore but this class would only be specific to the Xen

type hypervisor and at the time of writing this thesis xenstore has not been integrated to the

Xen XSM framwork. The goal is to make the policy adaptable to any hypervisor but there

are additions to the policy to allow it to work in Xen hypervisor. The tool we are using for

memory introspection is Volatility with LibVMI, which requires xenstore permissions to be

configured. Therefore, xenstore will have to be set manually by the privileged domain in our

case Dom0.

By default, the privileged domain Dom0 is given the UUID of 0 and every other sub-

sequent domains are assigned a unique UUID based on their creation in the system. Radium

prototype defines a secondary virtual domain with capabilities that other unprivileged vir-

tual domains will not be able to perform. The measuring service type virtual domain will be

acting as a secondary domain in the system thus giving it a domain UUID of 1. The other

untrusted/trusted domains, where measuring service will be introspecting, will have a UUID

of 3 or greater. The syntax used to see all the current xenstore configurations in Dom0 is:

xenstore-ls f

The following commands need to be entered via the command line of Dom0 to add

the necessary changes for a secondary domain:

# The commands below are changing the current permission set for the virtual domain

2.

#The n0 references Dom0, r<virtual domainid> is for reading and w<virtual
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domainid> is for writing.

xenstore-chmod -r /local/domain/2/memory n0 r1

xenstore-chmod -r /local/domain/2/name n0 r1

The above commands translate to Dom0, which owns this path and therefore can

read and write to domain 2 memory. No other domain has this ability except for domain 1,

which has read privileges. The second command is for giving measuring service the ability to

reference domain 2 by name instead of using domain UUID. Notice measuring service does

not have write ability, which abides to the least common mechanism security principle (you

only want to give access when it is needed to carry out a task).

Appendix A contains the complete rules added to the access control policy to provide

a virtual domain (measuring service) with the capabilities of performing an in-depth memory

introspection for rootkit detection, running on application integrity analysis, extending TPM

PCRs and possibly spurring up virtual domains. To give measuring service the ability to

modify the access control policy rules tools, for example: audit2allow (the command used is

xl dmesg — audit2allow). The following rule must be added:

allow measuringService t xen t:xen readconsole;
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CHAPTER 7

VIRTUAL MONOTONIC COUNTER FOR REMOTE ATTESTATION

Remote attestation is an important ability that Radium offers. As mentioned in

previous chapters, the measurements taken of the system can be used as a means to prove

the current state to a remote entity. The question that now arises is how can we prevent an

adversary from replaying a previous known good state to a remote entity? The solution is

to provide a way to prove the freshness of the measurements.

TPM version 1.2 is equipped with four monotonic counters. With the current version

1.2, only one of the monotonic counters can be used during any boot cycle [38]. The mono-

tonic counters in the TPM are not accessible by directly using user-land applications. The

use of virtual monotonic counters gives us the ability to assign multiple dedicated monotonic

counters to applications and possibly virtual machines. We also have the ability to access

virtual monotonic counters directly via user-land [12]. The use of virtual monotonic counters

helps us leverage its read increment only and its irreversible capabilities to be more on a

dedicated application role. As mentioned before, using only one monotonic counter provided

by the TPM limits its use. To avoid monotonic counters becoming the center of attacks, the

system must always be trusted and remain secure. We rely on Radium’s trusted hypervisor

in conjunction with the secure MAC policy to protect and guarantee the integrity of the

virtual monotonic counters.

The use of virtual monotonic counters will require the use of untrusted memory. The

attempts of an adversary to change a virtual monotonic counter value cannot be prevented

but by using signature verification we can at least detect it.

We can also leverage the use of TPM’s migration wrapper key (wrapper key is the use

of private and public keys) capability. This wrapper key includes a migration authorization

secret, attestation identification key, and the user authorization secret. A migratable key

wrapped from source TPM A can be migrated to a destination TPM B by invoking a migra-

tion command on TPM A with the public key of TPM B and the migration authorization
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Figure 7.1. Remote Attestation

secret of the key. The TPM does not certify that the other TPMs public keys are authentic

but I assume there exists a trusted party that can vouch for the other TPM’s public keys.

The private key is to be stored in the TPM non-volatile memory. I assume that

the public key will be certified by a trusted entity such as a certificate authority (CA) and

presented to the user of the counter. The user of the counter first generates a random nonce

and then sends it to the counter together with a command to either increment or read. The

counter will output the current value and the signature of the AIK. The user can verify the

output by checking that the signature is valid according to the public key (this protects from

an adversary using a different counter) and checking the nonce that the user supplied is the

same to protect against replay attacks. Thus, I assume the user supplies a unique nonce

when querying the counter value. Figure 5.4 illustrates the suggested idea proposed.

When the state of the system is being queried, it requires the system being queried to
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attach a nonce, current counter value, and PCR values signed with the public key of the key

wrapper of the remote TPM. Once that has been initiated the counter should be incremented.

The verification algorithm will verify the authenticity by regenerating the signature.

7.1. Securing Virtual Monotonic Counter Values

TPM is not designed to support virtual monotonic counters without needing a trusted

OS. Currently OS designs have large TCB that make it impossible to explicitly trust the OS

from not being subverted. TPM version 1.2 cannot support the multiple usage of its storage

as it is limited, thus, the use of trusted virtual storage is needed. Since Radium will also be

using dedicated virtual monotonic counters I will need to insure they are secure form any

adversary corruption.

To ensue that the integrity of the virtual monotonic counter values is maintained

Radium employs the use of TPM encryption key capability to encrypt the contents of the

virtual monotonic counters and leverage TPM’s bind and seal operations. Using the TPM

bind operation we can tie the virtual monotonic counter values to the platform and use the

seal operation to tie the state of the platform (meaning the only way to decrypt the virtual

monotonic counter values is for the state of the platform to be in a trusted state) to the

virtual monotonic counter values. To enhance the security in Radium I implement a logging

scheme to maintain the integrity of virtual counters, the merkle hash tree [48] idea. A merkle

hash tree is an effective technique for checking the integrity of large number of data objects

[28]. Within a merkle hash tree leaf nodes are created for every data object and contains a

collision-free hash of the object’s contents. A type of binary tree is constructed as interval

nodes are the result of concatenating its left and right children nodes. In a binary tree

structure the root node of the tree contains the overall concatenation hashes of the whole

tree. It is a collision-free hash for the entire set of data objects and is guaranteed to change

if any of the data objects change. The hash root will be stored inside the TPM’s internal

non-volatile memory.

The hash tree will be stored in untrusted memory but the root will be stored in

the trusted TPM memory. The advantage of using the merkle hash tree is that it only
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takes O(lgN) steps to update the root hash. When one of the virtual monotonic counters

is incremented the change will go up the hash tree from the leaf node to the hash root. At

each step the new value is hashed with its sibling in order to produce the new value of its

parent and then the process is repeated until the root hash is updated. The complexity time

of verifying the integrity of the data object freshness takes O(lgN) steps.

To test the integrity I took the current value of the data object in question and

computed a root hash. I then compared the value I have with the value stored in the TPM.

This is used to verify if the current value is the newest value, removing the replay issue.

Merkle hash tree and TPM’s bind and seal operations are an efficient way of protecting the

integrity and freshness of large amounts of data stored in untrusted memory. It is important

that the root value be stored in a secure memory, even if the other contents of the tree are in

untrusted memory. It should be computationally unfeasible for an adversary to manipulate

the tree contents to produce the same root hash node.
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CHAPTER 8

PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

8.1. Performance Analysis

Performance is a major concern for any solution employed in the market. Looking

at typical trusted computing solutions (mainly SRTM and DRTM implementations), where

the system needs either a reboot or a reset to bring an MLE, which is not acceptable or

implementable. This section goes over Radium and the other traditional trusted computing

solutions. The secure MAC control policy created for Radium does not incur any performance

overheads during verification of a hypercall evocation. The four critical performance phases

observed in traditional computing are:

1. Measurement time of the untrusted/normal environment.

2. Launch time of the untrusted/normal environment (this refers to the creation of

the MLE).

3. TPM PCR extend operation.

4. Performing the quote operation.

In Radium design, the measurement of the untrusted/normal environment is per-

formed by the measuring service, therefore, the untrusted/normal environment does need to

be rebooted or reset. To ensure measuring service is in a known good state the hypervisor

will measure it and once measuring service has completed its objective the environment is

shutdown. Hence, the launch and boot times of the untrusted/normal environment in tra-

ditional trusted computing solutions are replaced by the launch time and boot time of the

measuring service. The five critical performance phases in Radium design are:

1. Time taken to measure the measuring service domain.

2. Launch time of the measuring service environment.

3. Measurement time of the untrusted/normal environment including querying the

MAC policy.

4. TPM PCR extend operation.
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5. Performing the quote operation.

A comparison between Radium and the other traditional trusted computing solu-

tions performance is that it takes an average of about 26.7 seconds to measure an un-

trusted/normal environment with a SHA1 hash and an average of 35.8 seconds for booting

the untrusted/normal environment. Therefore, giving a total of an average of 62.5 seconds

to ensure the trustworthiness of an environment. In relation to Radium, it takes an average

of 27.3 seconds to measure measuring service, 11.1 seconds to boot the measuring service

and 1.7 seconds to measure the untrusted/normal environment. The 1.7 seconds includes

the hypercall verification performed by the secure MAC policy by allowing measuring service

to perform rootkit detection on the kernel pages to the untrusted environment. This short

amount of time is almost negligible therefore, implying that the access control policy does

not incur a performance overhead. This resulted in a total of 40.1 seconds making it 22.4

seconds faster on average compared to traditional trusted solutions.

Note: These measurements are dependent on the size of the untrusted/normal envi-

ronment and measuring service image.

It is ideal that the measuring service virtual domain image be as minimal as possible

by making it run minimal applications and services as needed. This would reduce the time

needed to measure the environment.

One major performance lagging in traditional trusted solutions that Radium leverages

is the need for the untrusted/normal environment to be suspended. This means that a

system needs to be suspended for at least 62.5 seconds while Radium offers no downtime.

Another major difference is that Radium offers direct analysis, for example, kernel level

rootkit detection, which takes about 2 seconds while traditional trusted solutions only offer

the complete virtual domain image hashing to determine trustworthy and takes about 27

seconds.

8.2. Security Analysis

Radium security design is derived from the hardware mechanism. Radium leverages

the use of TPM, VT-d, secure MAC policy and DRTM technology to provide trust, isolation
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and security for its components.

Radium architecture considers the CPU, TPM, and the hypervisor as part of its

trusted computing base and thus, assumes it cannot be modified. If Radium system is

online, an attacker with physical access can attempt to attach devices to the hardware to

attempt to leak information. However, information leakage, or any other side channel attack,

is not what Radium is designed to stop. The main objective is to prevent any subversion to

the system behavior.

The hypervisor runs at ring -1 the highest privileged layer of software stack in Radium.

The hypervisor controls all components. An adversary can attack the binary of the hypervisor

when the system is offline. This attack will be detected during the hypervisor boot as the

measurements will not reflect its previous known good state. Online vector of attacks on the

hypervisor come through various interfaces. The major surface of attack is the hypervisor

hypercall APIs that the hypervisor uses to interact with the other components. Therefore, if

an attacker can exploit an untrusted/normal environment or measuring service environment

they can use the hypercall API’s interface to attack the hypervisor. Reducing the hypercall

interface in Radium hypervisor will decease the attack surface. The access control policy

can also be used to limit the hypercall interface API that the environments spawned on top

of the hypervisor but if a trusted environment like measuring service is exploited this will

render the access control ineffective (the integrity of the access control is dependent on the

trustworthiness of the hypervisor). A more trusted hypervisor is one with a minimal TCB

and minimal hypercall interface API with an access control policy regulating the environment

running on the hypervisor.

Any virtual domain that is not explicitly measured during boot time is considered

to be an untrusted environment. The untrusted environment is where user applications are

typically executed. However, there may be cases when a security sensitive operation must

be performed. An adversary may attempt to try and attack the virtual domain while it is

offline. The adversary may try to change the behavior of the application in an attempt to leak

important information during a security sensitive operation. Radium employs the measuring
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service to measure the untrusted/normal environment to ensure no subversion of any kind has

been done by an adversary. Typically, before performing any security sensitive operation one

would use measuring service first to determine the state then perform the operation. When

the untrusted/normal virtual domain is online one can use other virtual domains or other

measuring services to launch attacks via inter-virtual domain communication. Radium relies

on the access control policy granularity to prevent such attacks from taking place.

Measuring service is a key element in Radium as it provides away to have asynchro-

nous measurements. Measuring service, being a virtual domain, is still susceptible to the

same type of attacks just like a untrusted/normal domain is. Radium provides security by

encrypting the configuration file and image of measuring service. The encryption key is

sealed inside the TPM and the key will only be available if the platform (hypervisor) plus

hardware is in a trusted and known good state. If the platform or hardware is not in a

trusted state then measuring service boot will be aborted. When measuring service is online

it relies on Radium’s access control policy to provide granular access per the given rules as

other environments have no communication ability with measuring service.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

In today’s world everyone from every country uses a computing platform1 for either

personal or business use. Our economy is driven by supper computers (such as the stock

exchange, where much of the trading is done by supper computers and is known as high

frequency trading) which operate on complex algorithms and high performance computing

platforms. But the internals of a system remain a mystery to the general public. Our reliance

on computing devices is exponentially increasing and we entrust these systems to maintain

the security of our sensitive data. Giving so much faith in these computing devices makes

the trustworthiness of these systems an imperative problem. Thus, this implies the vital

need to know a system security state at any specified moment in time.

A security analyst can define the trustworthiness of a system or application if it

behaves as expected. Any computing device contains several components, such as hardware,

firmware/BIOS, system software and application software. Each of these layers are complexly

designed and each component is a venue for an attacker. Attackers are driven by different

motives, everything from your average Joe in the basement to nation-backed hackers. More

over, it’s the nation-backed hackers that threaten a country’s economy. We hear and see this

almost every day in the news. Today’s modern battle ground is the internet, for example, in

December 2014, the recent news of Sony being hacked by the Democratic People’s Republic

of Korea [6]. The majority of the systems in the network are compromised and most of the

administrators/owners are unaware of the system breach.

Due to the raising concern of data centers, cloud enterprises, and personal systems

being compromised without the knowledge of the administrators/owners has motivated the

TCG to propose solutions that would possibility try to mitigate security breaches going un-

detected. We cannot prevent systems from being compromised but, if an adversary attempts

to maliciously subvert the system this must be detected.

1This can range from super computers to hand-held devices.
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TCG came up with several solutions [3, 35, 13, 22, 7, 8] that are system hash oriented.

The idea is that each component, from hardware to applications, will be hashed to maintain

a known state log. Any changes made to it by an adversary will cause the binary of the

system to change, causing it to produce a different hash from the original one taken when

the system was in a known trusted state. Therefore, an inquiring entity can prove their

system state and can extrapolate their environment for future behavior.

To address the need for a comprehensive system state storage the TCG initiated a

project to create a tamper-proof hardware element called TPM [35, 13]. TPM will act as

the root of trust and is implicitly trusted. A forward transitive chain of trust is created

from hardware to application by the hardware measuring firmware, firmware measuring the

system software, and the system software measuring the application software.

There are currently two approaches developed to establish a trusted computing plat-

form, which are SRTM and DRTM technologies. SRTM is designed to measure all compo-

nents sequentially during system boot time. Thus, for an MLE to be launched the system

must be either reset or rebooted each time a secure state is needed. DRTM was designed

to migrate the SRTM needed to reset or reboot for a trusted MLE to be launched. DRTM

solved this issue by breaking the boot launch and launch use synchronization giving systems

the ability to create an isolated and measured execution environment for secure software.

DRTM requires all threads of execution to be suspended and only the secure application to

be executing. This leads to a wastage of resources and reduces the system ability to per-

form multitasking. DRTM also requires the the synchronization of launch and use to ensure

a trusted MLE. The other factor of SRTM and DRTM approaches are that they assume

an axiom on which trust is achieved that system components do not change after they are

measured and booted2.

When SRTM and DRTM axiom is broken either through vulnerabilities or design

flaws that a race condition is manifested between the time of measurement and time of use

leading to TOCTOU attacks. To avoid this race condition from manifesting synchronize

2A system may be trusted in time t=0 but there is no guarantee that at time t=k will the systems be trusted.
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measurements, launch, and use of the trusted environment must occur. This is evident

in trusted solutions like Flicker to maintain SRTM and DRTM axiom but the result is

in a limited use and with high overheads making their adaptability in real time systems

impossible.

To address these concerns, Radium architecture employees ARTM to provide on-

demand measurements without the need to suspend or reset or reboot the system. Radium

leverages DRTM and VT-d technologies but employs them in a different manner. Radium’s

use of ARTM addresses much of the limitations seen in SRTM and DRTM needed for syn-

chronization. Having the ability to measure a system at any given point in time and not

require the environment to be suspended makes it more employable in real time systems3.

Current trusted computing solutions are reliant on performing hash comparison as a

means of verifying if the system is in a known good state. Yes this mechanism can accurately

determine if the binary has been modified. Yet from the hash comparison alone one cannot

infer to the causation of the problem. Radium on the other hand allows for a more detailed

measurement of applications at run time with greater semantic knowledge of the measured

environments. Radium is able to achieve higher semantic knowledge with our ability to create

dedicated measurements. This is illustrated in chapter 5 when I created the prototype for

kernel level root-kit detection.

Radium design also employs a secure access control policy engine that controls all the

virtual domains. The access control policy provides hypercall granularity control reducing

the attack surface on the hypervisor. The key of Radium as a trusted solution is having

the ability to leverage a MAC policy embedded in the hypervisor that works cohesively with

TPM hardware. TPM PCRs will relate whether the boot environment is in a trusted or

untrusted state, where as the control policy can help initiate a trusted measuring service

virtual domain that has the ability to perform invariant integrity analysis to an untrusted

virtual domain. This provides an in-depth security protection for its users. Users can now

use a system that they can reliably trust with their sensitive data. Radium also gives users

3There is no down time in Radium architecture.
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the ability to perform any time measurements giving them the ability to know their risk

factor on their own system. We also have users who connect remotely to other systems

to use their resources, for example, one can now use Radium’s remotely attest ability to

identify the state before connecting giving the consumer the confidence of a subversion free

environment.

9.1. Future Work

Radium provides a trusted solution design to provide trustworthiness in an environ-

ment that users can measure the state of their own system. My thesis idea utilizes Radium’s

ability to create an asynchronous measurement by employing a virtual domain with certain

run time capabilities and is protected by using hardware mechanisms and a secure access

control policy. However, my employments of the secure access control policy in Radium to

regulate hypercalls and inter-domain functionality can always be extended on.

The key component of Radium is the hypervisor and the integrity of the MAC policy.

The hypervisor provides the root of trust for the entire system4. Currently, there are several

researches mentioned in chapter 3 developing a minimal TCB with a smaller attack surface.

For the purpose of my thesis, I have not created an appropriate hypervisor that meets

Radium’s requirements. The hypervisor created by Amit Vasudevan [43] is an example of an

eXtensible Modular Hypervisor Framework (xmhf), which can be seen in the implementation

of Flicker and can be used as a bases for creating Radium’s ideal hypervisor. The Vasudevan

hypervisor is about 250 lines meaning the code can be formally verified (minimal TCB),

giving us the ability to trust. The xmhf needs to be extended to have the ability to support

more then one virtual domain and a secure access control policy in the hypervisor.

The current access control policy is used to control access between different virtual

domains but for future expansion for Radium, one should be able to extend access control to

process and file execution inside a virtual domain. We can extend the access control policy to

support role and user based access control. If one can identify a potential security sensitive

operation, one can invoke the measureMe hypercall before the security sensitive operation

4This means if a malicious hypervisor is in use all the security checks will be broken.
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is executed. We can introduce a risk factor based on the state. You can combine the use

of TPM measurements with the flexibility of Flask to separate decision and enforcement to

employ two types of polices. If the risk factor of the system state is trustworthy then we can

allow more interactions but if the risk factor of the virtual domain is not in a trusted state

it can result in a more restrictive policy.

The current Radium design relies on the hardware TPM as a means of secure storage.

Since TPM is currently not part of the CPU, one of the specifications is to ensure that the

CPU and TPM start is synchronized. The TPM is connected to the mother board with the

use of a Low Pin Count (LPC) bus. If an adversary has access to the physical machine, the

attacker can tamper with the voltage by sending a low signal on the LPC bus causing the

TPM to reset. Therefore, causing the CPU and TPM to go out of sync and rendering the

integrity of the measurements to be questionable. At the time of writing my thesis, Intel is

currently trying to incorporate TPM capability into the CPU. Meaning measurements will

now be a part of the CPU making it immune to TPM hijacking and resetting attacks. Intel

calls this Software Guard Extension (SGX)[mckeen2013innovative]. Adding SGX to Radium

design will increase the security offered as TPM hardware attackers would be removed from

the adversary arsenal.
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.1. Measuring Service Type/Domain Rules

A virtual domain with measured service context must be trusted. Therefore, we

assume during the creation of this virtual domain it contains trusted software. Since we

intend to use this virtual domain for memory extraction in must be a PV domain.

# Define initial security identifiers

sid measuringService

# measuring service type declaration.

# Declare a domain type along with associated self allows the domain to perform

basic operations on itself

type measuringService t, domain type, domain self type, domain target type,

event type, xen type, mls priv;

# giving measuring service the ability to use even channels

type measuringService t channel, event type;

type transition measuringService t domain type:event measuringService t channel;

# allow rules to give measuring access to the hypervisors grant tables for memory

access

allow measuringService t measuringService t:grant query setup map read unmap

transfer copy;

# giving measuring service the ability to make changes to memory pages

allow measuringService t measuringService t:mmu adjust physmap map read stat

pinpage updatemp mmuext op;

# give measuring service the ability to map memory pages controlled by the hyper-

visor.

allow measuringService t xen t:mmu memorymap;

allow measuringService t measuringService t:mmu exchange;

allow measuringService t domio t:mmu map read map write ;

allow measuringService t iomem t:hvm bind irq;
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allow measuringService t measuringService t channel:event create send status

;

allow measuringService t channel measuringService t:event bind ;

# these rules give the measuring service domain access to the other type of domains

shadow pages (domain virtual pages map to the hypervisors shadow pages) via the hypervisor

allow measuringService t dom0 t:shadow enable;

allow measuringService t domU t:shadow enable;

allow measuringService t unlabeled t:shadow enable;

allow measuringService t domHVM t:shadow enable;

# allow measuring service to access Dom0 memory pages that are not accessible by

grant pages

allow measuringService t dom0 t:mmu map read adjust memorymap physmap pinpage

mmuext op ;

# allow measuring service to access DomU memory pages that are not accessible by

grant pages

allow measuringService t domU t:mmu map read adjust memorymap physmap pinpage

mmuext op ;

# allow measuring service to access unlabeled domain memory pages that are not

accessible by grant

# pages

allow measuringService t unlabeled t:mmu map read adjust memorymap physmap

pinpage mmuext op ;

# allow measuring service to access DomHVM memory pages that are not accessible

by grant pages

allow measuringService t domHVM t:mmu map read adjust memorymap physmap

pinpage mmuext op ;

# The allow rules below enable measuring service to initiate event channels with

other type of domains
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# but not vice-versa.

# There is an exception Dom0, which is the only label domain that can set up an

event channel with

# measuringService label

allow measuringService t dom0 t channel:event create;

allow measuringService t domU t channel:event create;

allow measuringService t unlabeled t channel:event create;

allow measuringService t domHUM t channel:event create;

allow measuringService t dom0 t:event create send status ;

allow measuringService t domU t:event create send status ;

allow measuringService t unlabeled t:event create send status ;

allow measuringService t domHUM t:event create send status ;

allow measuringService t channel dom0 t:event bind ;

allow measuringService t channel domU t:event bind ;

allow measuringService t channel unlabeled t:event bind ;

allow measuringService t channel domHUM t:event bind ;

# extending grant memory pages rules on other domain labels label giving measuring

service the ability

# to map read map

# copy and once completed unmap but no map write permissions as that could be a

# security risk

allow measuringService t dom0 t:grant map read copy unmap ;

allow measuringService t domU t:grant map read copy unmap ;

allow measuringService t unlabeled t:grant map read copy unmap ;

allow measuringService t domHUM t:grant map read copy unmap ;

# measuring service capability with its own memory pages

allow measuringService t measuringService t:grant map read copy unmap ;
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allow measuringService t measuringService t self:grant map read map write

copy unmap ;

# In using access control at the hypervisor level I can limit what other domains can

do and what access

# they have. Below are rules allowing other domains access to measuring service

type.

# ============= Dom0 t allow rules to measuring service==============

allow dom0 t measuringService t:security check context;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:shadow enable;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:mmu map read map write adjust memorymap

physmap pinpage mmuext op ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:grant setup;

allow dom0 t measuringService t channel:event create;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:domain getdomaininfo getvcpuinfo getaffinity

getaddrsize pause unpause trigger shutdown destroy setaffinity setdomainmaxmem

getscheduler ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:event create send status ;

allow dom0 t channel measuringService t:event bind ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:grant map read copy unmap ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:domain create max vcpus setdomainmaxmem

setaddrsize getdomaininfo hypercall setvcpucontext setextvcpucontext getscheduler

getvcpuinfo getvcpuextstate getaddrsize getaffinity setaffinity ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:domain2 set cpuid settsc setscheduler setclaim

set max evtchn ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:hvm cacheattr getparam hvmctl irqlevel pciroute

sethvmc setparam pcilevel trackdirtyvram nested ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:domain getdomaininfo getvcpuinfo getaffinity

getaddrsize pause unpause trigger shutdown destroy setaffinity setdomainmaxmem
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getscheduler ;

# Device delegation for measuring service type

allow measuringService t measuringService t:mmu exchange;

allow measuringService t nic dev t:resource use;

allow measuringService t domio t:mmu map read map write ;

allow measuringService t domio t:mmu map read ;

allow measuringService t domU t:resource add remove ;

allow dom0 t measuringService t:grant map write;

allow dom0 t unlabeled t:domain create;

allow dom0 t unlabeled t:domain getdomaininfo;

allow dom0 t measuringService t getdomaininfo;

# These allow rules using security server to compute access checks locally, which

could be used by a

# domain or service (such as xenstore) that does not have its own security server to

make access

# decisions based on Xen’s security policy.

allow measuringService t security t:security check context;

# Allow measuring service access to dumpcore of xl toolstack for HV-type domains

allow measuringService t domHVM t:domain getaddrsize;
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